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Doctor's medicine too strong for Boots 
A SPECIAL delivery of Peter laxao Tosh Bush Doctor albums is on EMI Records denies the scent- its way to Boots stores around ed sticker has anything to do the country after unsuspecting with illicit substances, saying record department managers the smell is supposed to resemble discovered a scratch-and-sniff a Jamaican herbal remedy, but sticker on original supplies could have accepted back the Boots be mistaken for the smell of a advance copies and will replace certain widely-used illegal re- them with un-stickered albums. 

"We were tipped off about this by a Scottish newspaper," said Wilf Price, of Boots record de- 
right up to board level. Obvious- ly Boots, as a pharmaceutical company, cannot be associated in any way with illegal drugs." 

CBS and Heinz in souper 

mail order albums scheme FOLLOWING THE mail order tv campaign for the Byrds compilation album, CBS Records is preparing a joint mail order scheme for back catalogue material with food manufacturers H< 

criticised after Christmas. Ten CBS albums will be available direct from Heinz at a price of £3-59 each plus three Heinz soup labels—a discount of £1.20. A CBS compilation. Love Songs, ■ill also be available from Heinz The scheme will begin immediately £1.99 (and three soup labels). AH 

^ \1 L I 
SELLING TOAST in the middle of a bread strike was always going to stimulate some sort of public interest, and it certainly worked out that way at Mere Green Records and Tapes in Sutton Coldfield when pro- motion company Record Sales dreamed up the idea of giving away a loaf of bread with every copy of Street Band's 'Toast' single. Within a day 50 singles—and 50 loaves—were sold from a kitchen table out- side the store. Reports that store-owners Cyril, Robert and Sue Wheeler—pictured above with Record Sales' Paul Birch—are chang- ing the shop's name to Mere Green Records and Cakes are being denied this week. 

albums, except Love Songs, will also be available on cassette at £3.79. Heinz will be employing in-store promotion and the offer is expected to last for about eight weeks. The album Love Songs, which is featured on the Heinz tins, appropriately ties in with the theme of the company's tv com- mercial—"The One You Love". The other albums being offered are Abba's The Alburn, Johnny Mathis' You Light Up My Life, Andy Williams' Reflections, Earth Wind and Fire's All '«' All, Simon and Gar- funkel's Greatest Hits, A Star Is Born, Art Garfunkel's Watermark, Neil Diamond's I'm Glad You're Here With Me Tonight, Santana's Greatest Hits and Johnny Nash's Tears On My Pillow. GRRC secretary Harry Tipple told Record Business: "CBS is cutting the ground away from under dealers' feel. There will be no point in stocking any of these albums as most dealers will not be able to compete with the dis- 
He emphasised that this develop- ment was a different situation from the Byrds' album as most of the product on offer from CBS was standard back- catalogue material which most re- 

Beeb pays 
to appear 

onlTV THE FINAL proof that the British record industry has gone overboard on tv merchandising was uncovered this week when BBC Records an- nounced plans to test-market its Paul Gambaccini compilation America's 
The campaign kicks off in Granada- land on January 3, and if sales hit the targeted 20,000 mark, BBC Records intends to roll the commercials through the ITV network. Released around a month ago, the LP has so far sold nearly 20,000 copies with normal promotion. Dealer mar- gins are the usual 33J per cent, and BBC Records has no plans to reduce them for the tv push. Said BBC Records boss Alan Bilyard: "This news has leaked out a little early. Yes, we are going on com- 

which is probably the only product we have that would benefit from this kind of promotion. "It is obviously related to Paul Gambaccini's BBC radio show, where- as other compilation LPs we have released have been more closely linked to tv shows like Top Of The Pops. "We are working on a limited pro- motion budget, but this is our most extensive campaign to date. As new customers we received special rates from Granada, and major in-store back-up is planned to coincide." DISCO FORUM THERE IS still time to register for Britain's first Disco Forum—organ- ised by RB—which takes place Sunday. Full details page 23. 
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NEWS 
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MULLIEGS 
MUST BE frustrating for Phonogram to see Park Street's finest deserting the ranks for American release - following Lindisfarne signing to Atco, already reported, the latest news is that CBS has snapped up the Boomtown Rats, who hopefully will fare better in the US than other (mainly their own) British acts have with the mighty American label . . , looks like Chris Rea will not be a one-hit wonder over there, his 'Whatever Happened To Benny Santini' follow up to the best-selling 'Fool' moved smartly on to Record World's chart at 84, with Queen's 'Bicycle Race' in at 67 . . . hang on to your Stiff picture albums (the lucky recipients that is), for the year-old prototypes are now selling for £20 each in America . . . onwards and upwards - two weeks before official release date, Bob Marley's 'Babylon By Bus album has gone gold on advance orders - one week sooner than Kaya's pre-release gold mark . . . FORTHCOMING A&M Carpenters tv commercial features a snow-scene shot entirely in the film studio. A house was built for the 30-seconds clip - and the cold, wet-looking white substance turns out to be several tons of salt - duo's first Singles LP now heading towards two million mark . . . veteran American trumpeter Wild Bill Davison, still blowing up a storm at 73 on current British tour telling audiences that his John Barnes-led British band is so good "it would have been out of work in America" . . . Eric Clapton a recent re-signing to Robert Stigwood for management and to RSO for records . . . incidentally RSO projecting returns of about 500,000 copies of the 5.2 million Sgt. Pepper LP shipout... at Sotheby's auction last week a Stradivari cello made in 1710 went for a world record £145,000, while Yehudi Menuhin picked up a cool £112,000 for his 1739 Joseph Guaneri del Jesu violin - both went to London dealer Peter Biddulph . . . EMI MOR division sent out ancient army boots to reviewers as a promo gimmick for its 'Stamp On A Skurff single - but only left ones. Impoverished RB talent editor would like to hear from anybody anxious to dispose of a right one , . . will sales of Oklahoma cast album boom after endorsement from NME's Tony Parsons and Julie Burchill, who collected a substantial Sunday Times feature, in their book The Boy Looked At Johnny? Will The Black And White Minstrel Show be next year's trendsetter? Will Parsons and Burchill ever forget The Sound Of Music? Does anybody care? . . . prepare to spend Christmas at the pub with the Brighouse and Rastrick Brass Band - a 10,000 run of'Silent Night'/'O Come All Ye Faithful' has been bought by juke box operators . . . you ought to be in pictures - it doesn't half help the back catalogue. Capitol in US planning a picdisc package comprising Abbey Road, Band On The Run, Dark Side Of The Moon, Book Of Dreams and Stranger In Town . . . new Boney M likely Christmas chart topper 'Mary's Boy Child' sounds rather like 'Mary Of Babylon' . . . CAPITAL DJ Dave Cash showing an unexpected talent as an author - he's had a children's book Miss Mouse And The Cosmic Turtle, the first of a series, accepted by publishers W.H. Allen . . .Graham Fellowsa.k.a. Jilted John in London last week to receive his silver disc at EMI showing no enthusiasm for becoming a real live pop star even if he delivers another hit and saying his most immediate priority is playing lead in his drama school Christmas production of Willy Wonka And The Chocolate Factory . . . country performer Ronnie Prophet pioneering 'country dub' on his guitar during current UK tour - the addition of some redneck lyrics toasted over the top is awaited . . . certain athletic record business types keen to form a squash league - your columnist would be happy to pass on any names of other interested parties . . . liggers at Penthouse Club reception for new Darts bassman Kenny Andrews showed at least as much interest in antics of club's Penthouse Pets . . . Logo's get-together at Planetarium to launch new Duncan Browne album altogether more worthwhile. There must have been 200 people there for a brilliant laser show perfectly synchronised to the music. 
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NEWS 

Pye appoints three 

divisional A & R heads 
PYE RECORDS Chairman, Louis Ben- jamin, has announced significant reor- ganisation of the company's a&r and marketing departments, to back up his promises at the company's summer sales conference. Following the departure of former head of a&r Peter Prince, the department is to be divided between three divisional heads — Mike Everett - contemporary, Terry Brown -mor, and Alan McLachlan - UK pop and licensed. All three report direct to man- aging director, Dereck Honey. Ben- jamin explained the reason for the change; "The market is becoming more 

sophisicated and there is a need to specialise to develop our new artiste roster and our licensed products and catalogue effectively." Reorganisation of the marketing department has been carried out under newly appointed mar- keting director Gary Luddington. Eddie Foster has been appointed Pye UK pro- duct manager and Tony Darrell has been appointed UK licensed product manager. Both report to new marketing manager, Peter Summerfield. Matt Hayward has also joined the marketing division as catalogue manager. 

.■** 

4^ 

A TROJAN RECORDS has signed reggae and soul singer Marie _ long-term recording contract, and she is due to begin work on her first LP be produced by Dennis Bovell of Matumbi. She is pictured here with (leu; label manager Clive Stanhope and publicity manager Tony Cummings. 
Greenaway and Bickerton 
strengthen PRS hierarchy 

Merctiandlsing1 

AMONG THE new appointments made at the PRS following the retirement of chairman Alan Frank due in December are writer-director Roger Greenaway who becomes a deputy chairman and record company boss Wayne Bickerton. The new moves mean the Performing Right Society will have two deputy chairmen following the elevation of Richard Toeman to the chairman's seat. Toeman, managing director of Josef Weinberger Ltd, has been a publisher- director of the PRS since 1971 and has served on the executive council since 1973. He is also a member of the coun- 

cils of both the Music Publisher's Association and the Mechanical Copy- right Society. Roger Greenaway, a writer-director of the PRS since 1976 and executive council member since last year is joined as deputy chairman by Donald Mitchell, a PRS publisher- director since 19' 1 who is also chairman of Faber Music and a director of Faber & Faber (Publishers) Ltd. Writer- publisher and State Records managing director Wayne Bickerton has been appointed to the Society's general coun- cil in place of Ronald Binge who has retired for health reasons. 
n December 1 for just oi 

Deals 
I CBS RECORDS Int singed a long term deal with Cerrone, which excludes the US, Canada, Swit- 

A TRIP to Los Angeles for two is the • CBS RECORDS will be employing top prize in a dealer incentive scheme heavy press advertising and extensive being introduced by Rockburgn point-of-sale material to back the new Records in associauon with distributors Billy Joel album 52nd Street, released Charmdale to push orders on Ian Mattn- last Friday. A single 'My Life' (CBS ews album Stealm' Home. 6821) was released on the same day. The offer will take the form of a draw with dealers purchasing five or more • 'STAMP ON a Scurf Today' is the copies of the album on one order auto- title of Sandford and Saker's cheeky maticaUy eligible for entry. Further send-up single aimed at the Christmas similar orders will increase chances of market and backed with extensive trade seeing Matthews in concert at the L. A. press advertising. The single (EMI Roxy in the second week of December. 2897) has just been realeased and will be The scheme closes on Friday promoted by Scurfonia minister of December 1 when the lucky ticket will entertainment Father Thebetter. Spe- be drawn by Charmdale's Mike cial stamping boots are being dis- Campbell. tributed to the media. Rockburgh is also promoting the album by importing 3,000 picture discs • WEA IS spending £20,000 over six from America^They will be available to weeks in Melody Maker, Sounds and dealers fr NME to support its Sound Generator month, catalogue stocking scheme - the first time the company has mounted a catalo- gue advertising campaign. The aim is to   create public awareness of catalogue items from six big-selling WEA acts like Yes, Led Zeppelin, Fleetwood Mac' wiutji CJ[tllluC5 lnc ^ ^ana The Eagles, Van Morrison and The zer,and; France and Belgium p. Doors. In addition, Fleetwood Mac an product under the new agreement, the the Eagles will come in for space in tn album Cerrone IV— The Golden Touch Sunday Times, Observer and Guardian. was reieased on Friday. 
Dealers will be issued wit u co our ^ jET records has signed Amer. can singer/songwriter Kim Morrison. Her debut single 'Hollywood Vine' (JET 134) was released last week. 

® THE RECENTLY established record label. Soul Breakers Records releases its first disc on December 1 I 'You Hurt My Pride' (PFUL 1701) bv •78 Special, available via Pye Records Soul Breakers Records is located at 112 Strone Road, London E7, tel- fOn 47,' 3650. ^t/1 
  , , 17. Titled'Promises'(UP 364711 ir FOUNDER MEMBERS of Sreeleyc come in a coloured picture bag ' Span Tim Hart and M«i y ^ TONY BARROW is to provide public both concluded a^eem^^ s ^ PUbhc salis " pictured above are maddy mg press, radio and tv people at Midem worldwide. P d lifting a glass to 79 which takes place m Cannes between Prior showing a leg tsw.thChrls January 19-25. Documentary and toast the new arrange Director and semi-documentaxy tv programmes are 

Stone, Chrysalis Mu prime amongst Barrow's targets eeneral manager. 8 RECORD BUSINESS November 20 1973 
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Orders To; Pye Records (Sales) Ltd., 132 Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344. I, 



NEWS 

Now Arista 
joins tv 
barrage 

HAS THE king of rude reggae reformed? Judge Dread is pictured above signing a recording deal with EMI, with immediate plans to issue his Christmas single 'Jingle Bells/Hokey Cokey' quickly followed by an album of his greatest hits on December 1. Pictured with The Judge are: (left to right) group pop repertoire division general manager Ian Groves, co-writer and producer Ted Lemon, and senior label manager Charles Webster. 

'WHO NEEDS another tv-advertised album - and here are 2,969,566 reasons why you do' - that's the Arista masthead for its most extensive-ever marketing campaign currently being put together around Showaddytvaddy's Greatest Hits /976-/97S. Set for a November 24 release and carrying the newly-established ARTV 1 catalogue number, the album will retail at the conventional SPART price of £4.49 (the cassette ARTVC 1 will be cheaper at £4.29). Arista's estimated spend will top the £200,000 mark. Dealer margins will be reduced from 33J to 25 percent and the album has already shipped gold on advance orders. The LP follows the Christmas 1976 LP Shosvaddywaddy's Greatest Hits which shifted 400,000 units without the benefit of tv. The new collection boasts 12 tracks including'When','You've Got What It Takes', 'Dancing Party', 'I Wonder Why' and 'A Little Bit Of Soap' the combined UK sales of which are 2,969,566. Beginning on December 4 the national campaign of 30-second com- mercials goes nationwide with excerpts from four hits and runs for a fortnight. It is backed up with window displays in 350 shops featuring an elaborate three- dimensional show-card. Commented Arista marketing direc- tor Denis Knowies: "We have delib- erately held this important album back to go over the top of the now much- loaded Christmas tv album market. By concentrating all our efforts on these critical two weeks just before Christmas we are confident that Showaddywaddy will dominate the album Christmas pre- sent market. Dealer response to the project has been fantastic. The band is currently mid-way through a national tour which is due to climax at Leicester on December 19, having appeared on last week's Royal Variety Performance. 
• TROJAN RECORDS has firmed up details of its'Trojan Explosion' series of oldies EPs - all six of which are to be released on November 24 carrying a retail price of £1.25 for the four tracks. Heavy consumer music press adver- tising is planned together with display packs for retailers including 1,000 counter display boxes (browser pack no. PACK PT 30) and a 10,000 limited edition of illustrated bags. Catalogue numbers of TMX 4001 throughts TMX 4006 cover material from such seminal reggae crossover artists as Bob and Marcia, Desmond Dekker, Dave and Ansil Collins and the Melodians. 
• FULL PAGE ads in the music trade press and in New Musical Express and Melody Maker are being taken by Anchor in support of the new Steely Dan double album Greatest Hits (ABC ABCD 616). 

• RCA RECORDS has a heavy dealer- orientated campaign planned to back ' the new Harry Nillson album Nillson's Greatest Music, released on November -24. 50,000 consumer leaflets, 2,500 , browser cards and 3,000 window streamers are being sent out. Adver- tising space is also being taken in the consumer and trade press. 
• TO COINCIDE with the repeat of the television series Pennies From Heaven, Decca is releasing a maxi single which features 'Painting The Clouds With Sunshine'/'Pennies From HeavenTIsn't It Heavenly' (F 13821) on December 1. 
• WITH HIS 'Hot Child In The City' single still riding high on the American charts Chrysalis is putting a boost behind Nick Gilder in the UK with 15,000 full colour bags and consumer music press advertising. An album City Nights is also on the way from the British singer-song-writer. 
• WEA RECORDS is releasing seven of its best selling albums in coloured vinyl limited editions under the publ- icity banner of "WEA's Christmas Rainbow Collection". With pressing restricted to between 10,000 and 18,000 copies, dealers will have to order a minimum of 25 discs, made up of individual albums or com- binations. They will sell at the normal rrp. The albums are Eagles' Greatest Hits, green vinyl, Led Zeppelin IV, purple, Fleetwcod Mac's Fleetwood Mac, white, Manhattan Transfer's fasticAe, orange, Rod Stewart's At/antic Crossing, blue. Rose Royce's/n Full Bloom, yellow, and Linda Ronstadt's Living In The USA, red vinyl. 
• TELEVISION ADVERTISING for the new Wings album, Wings Greatest, has been put back until the post- Christmas period by EMI as opposed to the November dates detailed in last week's Record Business television album 

• GULL RECORDS has acquired worldwide rights to an unusual sound- track album featuring music from the documentary film The Silent Witness. The film concerns a fascinating inves- tigarion into the authenticity of one of the great religious mysteries, The Holy Shroud of Turin, which bears the out- line of a man and is believed to be the cloth in which the body of Christ was wrapped after the Cruxifiction. The Silent Witness is also the subject of a Futura paperback published this month while Ian Wilson's book The Turin Shroud has sold over 85000 copies. The background music to the 56- minute film was composed by Alan Hawkshaw and occupies Side One. On the reverse Kenneth More tells the story of the Shroud. Gull has completed arrangements for the release of the album in Germany, France and Ireland and a deal for Italy is expected to be completed shortly. 
• AURA RECORDS has concluded a deal with the Pasha Music Organisation for UK release of Allan Clarke's new album I Wasn't Bom Yesterday on November 24. Former Hollies lead singer Clarke co-wrote all the material. 

Ins Outs 
• GREG BUCCHERI has joined Satril Records on promotion and a&r. He has previously worked at DJM, RCA and as a hairdresser and continues as resident DJ at the Charing Cross Sundown. • RAY COOPER has joined Jet 

Market 
has 
further to 
fail - BP! BEER, WINE and spirit drinking soaks up 24.5 times more of the UK's leisure spending than recorded music. And on current trends, the record industry's share of the country's spare cash is likely 

That is just part of the mass of statis- tical information contained in this year's lavishly-produced 226-page BPI year- book just published. Spending on alcohol has steadily increased since 1972, while recorded music, having grabbed 1.9 percent share of the country's leisure spending in 1974, stood at a paltry 1,6 percent last year and 11th in the statistical table lagging behind such activities as gambl- ing and newspapers. Other figures also throw a depressing light on the problems besetting the record industry. They show, for instance, that the price of living far outdistanced the cost of records until 1971, resulting in the rapid price increases of the last few years. However, the figures also show that independent record dealers are still sel- ling more discs than the combined High Street multiples like Smiths, Boots and Wool worth. Nationally, 62 percent of the record market is taken up by pop product, 25 percent by MOR and 12 percent by classical music. As suspected by the trade, the indus- try's spending on tv has exploded to the stage where it takes up nearly 6.5 per- cent of wholesale turnover. Meanwhile, the growing menace of home taping is demonstrated by the enormous increase in blank tape sales. The 1977 estimated sales value is now nudging the £24.5 million mark from a mere £4.1 million just five years ago, and by far the biggest proportion of those cassettes are being used for in- home recording of music. 
Records as the new sales manager. He was previously Anchor Records sales manager. 
• SUE WATSON has been appointed Polydor's tape co-ordinator with immediate effect after joining the com- pany last year as senior product manager Lionel Burge's secretary. 

EMI splits token returns 
EMI'S RECORD tokens division has thrashed out an agreement with the MTA and GRRC designed to avert the chaos created by credit delays following Christmas 1977. Record dealers with account numbers starting with the letters A to N are being asked to return tokens between January 4 and 31, with the credits for these appearing on February statements. Those retailers with account numbers O to U are being requested to make their returns between February 1 and 28. Credits for these will subsequently appear on March statements. To make life easier for EMI record tokens staff, dealers are also being asked ,10 complete all tokens returns for this year by December 8 at the latest. ^ 
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Midem'Td 
International Record and Music Publishing Market 

January 19 - 25 1979. Palais des Festivals - Cannes - France. 
In 1978 : 52 countries represented, 1.238 firms, 5.050 participants. 

Bernard Chevry Commissaire General. Xavier Roy : International Manager. 
Information and reservations : UNITED KINGDOM : r m di c •>/. asts FRANCE International Equipment and Services 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 4535 3 rue Gamier - 92200 Neuilly Exhibition Organisation Ltd New York. N Y. IOOM Tel. : 747 84 00 - Telex : 630547 F M1P/MID 43 Conduit Street - London W 1 ■ (212) 489.1360 - Telex .23530 Christian Bourguignon Tel. : (01) 439.6801 - Telex : 25230 MIPTV/Midem LDN John Nathan International Sales Executive Liz Sokoski.U.K. Representative International Representative 

Midem. The winner's date. 
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DISCO 
UKs ONLY SALES-BASED DISCO CHART 

the disco chart 

Imports Twelve 12s 

FHF ir it s right 'j"z [ ^ B"d9es 



Concerts: December 3rd.Southampton Gaumont.C)ecernber 4th.Bristol Hippodrome.December 5th Manchester Appollo.December bth.Newcastle City HalLDece^61" 7th.Glasgow Appollo.December 8th.Sheffield City Hall. December 9th.LondonRainbow.Dccemberl0th.Birmingham City Hall. nrarn 
"Child.The First Album". LP No. AHA LH 8008,Cassette No.2C/AHA 8008. 

Ariola Records,48 Maddox Street. London W.l.Order from; Pye Records (Sdles) Ud"132 Wes,em Road.Mitcham.Surrey,CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344. 



DISCO  

Ulster plans its 

own association JERRY WELLS, Allan Boyd and Noel How did ihey find se 

Quick; spins 

Cowan arrived last week they could learn before they getting a DJ Association together for Northern Ireland. It is estiinated that there 150 DJs at work in Northern Ireland the 

mouth, Exeter and Taunton; Edin- burgh, Bolton, Manchester and Liver-   pool; Newcastle; Leeds; Birmingham; DESPITE the failure of the DJ And and Northampton. DJs wishing to find Disco World project, MIES Garrell Red- out how to start an association in these fern is to go ahead with his own DJ a1638 should contact DJF PRO Tony magazine for the professional, with Holden at 255 Hyde End Road, o the dee- Peter Harvey as editor. Spencers Wood, Berks. London from Belfast jays? "There are about five record shops CBS disco promotion manager Greg the DJF and see what thatactuallygiveyoumoreihantheTop Lynn is confering today (20) with key about 30. The equipment side is improving - men in the local DJ associations. They one more disco shop opened recently; are discussing how CBS and the associ- but most DJs travel over to Manchester ations can help each other, for equipment" said Wells. Clyde Coast Secretary John Andrews 'Service from the mainland is terr- now has the guaranteed support he o far have ible, c n the idea. s prohibitively expensive t expressed a great in Did the political situation in North- for guarantee claims", ern Ireland present any particular prob- They hope to have; lems to DJs? The answer was a resound- ning ' 

bought the equipment requires and has decided to stay as Sec- 

Dealer acticn CHRISTMAS is acomin' and the geese are getting fat - it's time to ge funky - what do you think of that! So this week's first bit of funk is an aboslute wonder - Earth Wind and Fire's new US single 'September' is very much in the Emotions 'Best of My Love' vein , . , , but with Earth Wind and Fire, who early sales. Unfortunate y. 
f best import singles for a loi 

about four week. They would Following Chris Archer's resignation bring everyone in "cowboys as DJF secretary PRO Tony Holden is included." caretaking the position at 225 Hyde End 
and I will keep you informed as to any Road. Spencers Wood, Berks. Tel. 0734 release date. For dealers that read my column do order you should now place your orders for'MTQue Tel America 12" as tol; the West Country, including Ply- with 'September' they are moving out exceedingly well. One shop has ordered 600 copies and assures me he will be sold out within seven days so don't miss this one foi of th< 

882794. 
THE DJF (GB) is 

o 

ii 

s of thi funk, you can imagine the devastation. Our old friend Tom Moulton who 

Solent association 
ready to shape up 

mixed the 'Instant Replay' 12" has wonder what they have remixed and from the NADJ collapse re-mixed a Gold Mine US 12" by First ed,t®d d°w" thls.f°od 12 for- 1 .^e Dlsc Asstxiation. Choice called 'Hold Your Horse' the Celi Bee track. This is currently very big on import and dealers are advised to try and get some copies. 'All the Way Live' by Lakeside on Solar 12" and 7" remix is currently moving well in import shops. Unusual track on Elektra records US import is Donald Byrd 'Thank You for Funkin' Up My Life', currently very big in London and Southern discotheques and the funkier clubs. It seems very very funny to see this title actually printed on a record label and only two years ago CBS refused to press record that I cut that' side 'Keep on Funkin'. LarryCarlton' single that I tipped some time ago - 'Room 335' - out in the US and starting to get good Ace plays. Dealers should take some stock. War The new THP Orchestra album 'Ten- der is the Night' on US Butterfly oi Canadian RCA has possess! 

the w .rid t 

directly afternoon posts a run-down of the BBC was the Solent chart to participating members. With a curren A recent major event was a charity if Phonogram will be membershipof 36, Solent is affiliated to evening organised for the League of iport mix and no one the DJF. Once secretary Ray Hewins Friends of Coleast Hospital, Fareham. keep posted on this complained that meetings were very Held at Nero's club, the event raised advised to watch the tame but now they have livened up £125 toward the purchase of record moving but are considerably and three out of four have player equipment for the mentally hand- called to order. Meetings discuss icapped. 

gomg with the t seems to know one. Dealers ar import 7"as they still safe with the 12" EMI unleash 412" veek; s threatened. A ) 'o03' traders, explain the discounts that Recently a split V 'Wanna Make Love' by Sun, 12CL are available and accept proposals for local agency wanted t. . , , , future activities. These include a DJ active part in running the association, Night by Charles school to improve individual strong and nominated several people for com- i ...u: •• elected and they 
Solent will be on to see if s e prevented it 

1 Release date in the US November 18. Produced by It Guenther and Willy Morrison wi production associate John Luongo, the set consists of four tracks •Weekend Two-Steps', 'Tender Night', 'Half as Nice' and 'Music IsAU of the old Eddie Floyd 

16019 'Tonight's Jackson, UCL 16018 points. A hot subject for general dis- mittees. None 
,snT^aVe ng by Maze, 12CL cussion has been the undercutting by have left the .2 . .. ,. „ . . c non-members. Recently Solent took examining it Daisy Mae by Raul deSouza, 12CL action on this point. The non-member similar olcui 

ress a "f.jf ... ... . W3S not declaring his DJ related earn- the future, on the ^se S. ° s®"ers and uigs to the Inland Revenue whereas the Ray Hewins is employed by Marconi, riton's nirs LTa^sed m Tek „nre!r ™mber.was already P^ng tax. When How does he see his role with Solent 
oufklv Another FT tbatcsuneintnmv So,en''b^'^d 'o report the non- developing? "I intended to stay with ht "hd"w ba- f.. ^ 
•Stavin' Alive' and the B side 'If I Can't ?„U

tv.'ensures members are well serviced to me. Next September I shall resign for Have You' — twoBee Gee numbers uniform""'" enC0Ura8eS a 80od and let -meone else carry on when done in reggae with a dubbed version member divnnJ.!,'"*' n^otlatcs n'5 running efficiently as it should be on the end of each song. May rave of member dlsco""'s and every Tuesday after two years." the week this week is very ur ' me and it's also KD's tip is « be termed as pop disco Stewart's 'Knock on Wood' on Atlan- Records K11214. Thi 
You Need'. It surpass album on all cuts but the sU-onge 'Weekend Two Steps and Mu 
^rly a" thi^rooment to phriTwh; DJ TouSe. We ' un the US Disco Charts T' ^cr^^em^anais^h^n 
current disco ro .Haif As Nice i personal fa^ Co;ner hi, but unfot the ? ISs to make it. ^ tunately 'ad ke, Records belongs to K 

Til considers 
classic'of^Se UI"on affiliation early 60's surprisingly works fabul- W^H THE aim of formalisino ously. Tly^nosHn^TQ^O record. I tence, the DJF has considered a number fourhKmths ago of alternatives regarding possible union an to y dls— ai'ihanon. 1 wo major proposals are now ucer, on referendum to the membership:- 

Z?' NATKF fw raf 3 braneh w'thin e tha, Theaufra Associi»ion of aoving Employees) and the I" P- ^>me branch 0^.^^ 
realdUco ^^75 ^es at 

remaining autonomous yet having the facilities and the weight of Alliance. Alliance aim to 'square up' the CBI- Union-Government triangle, making themselves the fourth side. This prop- osal will cost lOp per head per annum. The latter proposal has been endorsed by the council of the DJF the choice is now down to individual members votes. Also at the November council meet- ing a new constitution was adopted and an increase in affiliation fees was approved. Membership now costs £20 per association and £2 for each indi- vidual member of an affiliated regional association. Negotiations are still under way to find a suitable DJF - recom- mended, public liability, motor and equipment insurers. 
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RETAILING 
HAVING just finished ploughing through endless Christmas orders, perhaps it's time to sit back and look at what we've been offered this year. Nothing radical seems to have changed from previous years, except perhaps for EMI offering straight discount. One or two of the smaller firms have lowered their unit thresholds to give small shops a crack at the discount levels, but I wonder how many can make the top grades of 1000 or more units. EMI LRD has an interesting sliding scale which entails September orders qualifying for more discount than November and November orders more than December. Though one must con- sider whether the difference between 15 per cent and 8 per cent discount makes up for earlier payment and storage costs. All the companies except WE A are offering a scale of discounts, and it seems strange that WEA opted out. Reason, no doubt, is the Sound Generator scheme, but since EMI can give discount on top of Music Centre, then WEA doesn't have much excuse. I for one shall not be stocking much extra WEA material this Christmas. WEA is offering the boring old standby of Marks and Spencers' vouchers, but I wonder how many dealers are interested in this or in gifts and drinks. They are no real alternative to increasing profits through discount at the peak trading season when every extra penny is vital, espe- cially when new records are being sold at much lower margins than back catalo- 

The major dilemma this Christmas has been how much emphasis to place on back catalogue in relation to new releases. In previous years I've reckoned on the split being roughly 35 per cent back catalogue sales, and 65 per cent new releases and tv-advertised albums However, with the largest number ever being tv-advertised this year and the greater public awareness this will lead to, I think there will be a marked swing CHILD: At £4.95, 

Retail business by Simon Gee 

Will television promos 
kill catalogue sales? 

product away from old. The general tv compilations will suffer because of their overabundance and appeal to very similar markets, and, as a consequence, I feel the new records from Queen, Status Quo, Kate Bush, John Travolta, etc. will attract more custom than ever. Already the returns on tv albums seem poor by comparison with previous years. Whereas Darts, Tom Jones, and Ecastacy would have sold well in pre- vious years, or at any other time of the year, all the tv albums are swamping each other. And who can stock any particular album in depth? Without SOR facilities there is no way we are going to hold large stocks of so many different albums. And with no specific advertising details forthcoming from Ronco or Warwick, the peak is often missed. How many time have we sold 

of a particular tv album, lost a lot of sales and goodwill while waiting for stock, and then found dead stock left because the advert was only for one week in our region anyway. So far this year it seems to be Boogie Fever last week, Acker Bilk this week, and prob- ably Harry Secombe, Doris Day, or Harry Belafonte next. And yet who is to predict which one of all these albums will do a Bert Weedon or Disco Fever and leave everyone stockless and speech- less at the crucial time with runaway demand far exceeding the company's ability to supply. Keep an eye on EMI's Don't Walk, Boogie which although on limited tv at the moment, could well 
With so many of the 'regular' com- panies using tv as well as the specialists, I fear some of the latter may well suffer this Christmas. Looking at some of their 

their LP too expensive for the tenybop m 

compilations this year, one wonders at the logic behind some of the titles on offer. Without tv advertising they don t stand a chance on their own in the browser, and yet the adverts themselves are so poor that any would-be pur- chasers are not induced to shell out their hard-earned cash. The latest entrant into this fascinating tv game is Pye/Ariola with their Child release. This is being aimed directly at the teenybop audience, judging by the choice of adverts, but its £4.95 price tag may turn out to be off-putting however pretty the group may look. I don't remember many Bay City Rollers albums being shifted - even with their massive singles success, and Child have not yet reached those dizzy heights of teen acclaim. Talking earlier about the decline this Christmas of back catalogue in favour of new releases, it is interesting to see EMI's attempts to reactivate their back catalogue, particularly The Beatles' repertoire. By cleverly accenting the three best-selling albums, Sgl. Pepper and the red and blue doubles, EMI will no doubt stimulate considerable interest in all the Beatles' albums. Since most of the EMTV albums don't seem to have stimulated the artists' other albums, nor killed off their catalogues completely, this new ploy could be very effective. With Christmas rushing up on us, it seems that already some distribution companies are feeling the strain, which does not augur well for the December weeks. With EMI shipping out part orders for EMTV 14 and Evila, one wonders what will happen if the Neil Diamond takes off suddenly after the tv starts. At least EMI distributes shor- tages fairly, not serving bigger or 'chart' accounts differently. It's a pity that WEA can't claim the same with the Cars single. With my orders for boxes of 25 and 50 cut down to five per shop it seems strange that the record should leap so high into the charts. Perhaps some shops were more equal than others! 
The dealer and the law 

problems 

DISMSSAL and its consequences are * * ■% among the most frequendy raised prob- I ll CtTl 1 CC O 1 lems when retailers talk to a lawyer. 3 CLm. Many people believe that the law has become so biased in favour of workers that they might as well give in or give up business. This article looks at the main framework. For a worker to be dismissed he must „ have been employed. This may sound prove his trite but a number of so-called emplov- able to — ees are in fact self-employed or are con- ing wh tractors working on commission or fees, import: A worker who is employed works under cedure a contract of which written particulars ■e been given to him within 13 

bility or qualifications; to his conduct; redundancy; or some other substantial bunal will expect reason. The employer must show that he followed. acted reasonably in the circumstances treating that reason as sufficient to ju tify dismissal. (It is important remember that the reason given will be   that which the tribunal will adjudicate of shoddy treatment by employers; the on; so if the worker is sacked for punch- tribunal can also take ' ing the boss on the nose but the stated is bad timekeeping - fight will not be considered). 

The tribunal can order compensation or reinstatement or both. There are high upper limits; but it should be stressed it these will only apply in plain ct 

by Bill Thomas claimant in both cases has to be able to ase. The employer will be ..      test the allegations by show- productivity falls, or he steals, or takes weeks has he has done. It is therefore time off without asking, or he annoys 
A worker who is dismissed after 26 

of the reasons for the right n 
follow a laid down pro- other workers - then these may all be dismissal. Some grounds for dismissal- disciplinary matters. good reasons for dismissal. But a pru- related The worker who thinks his dismissal dent (and fair) employer will have the ing his case within 13 person in and talk to him about r 13 wasunlair must bring his case within 13 Person in and talk to him abo. r worker h^ 0f employme?u- 0n" weeks of ^e date of the dismissal. Dis- shortcomings in the hope that nissal may 

matically treated as unfair. And these do not require the worker to have been at work for 26 weeks. Women have ci iployer improvement can be made before dis- rights too relating to childbirth; but they orker has been continuously employed for 26 weeks he has a right to make a complaint to an industrial tri- bunal if he thanks that he has been "unfairly" dismissed. It cannot be renewed (unless it was for over two years knd Arbitration Service (ACAS) under produced a series of booklets on most stressed loo much that any employer and the worker agreed to forego his'right the Employment Protection Act which aspects of the Employment Protection who operates lairly has nothing to fear - to go to tribunal); if the employer    - -t-i procedure. All emolov- Act dealing with the workers' rights in 

terminates the contract of employment missing him. There is a Code of Pi - with or without notice; when a fixed on disciplinary matters which has ^ itract comes to an end and is not prepared by the Advisory Conciliati renewed (unlesr  r  ■ * 1   c—unr 
need to have been at work for at least tw years before they can enforce them. The Department of Employment has Service (ACAS) under produced a series of booklets oi 

Hi r - , "  w tribunal); if the cmoiover aci except, of course, that an aggrieved such a way that the worker believes worker mav make a cam tvfnm n tn;_   c. . c ociicves 
model procedure. All employ- 

worker may make a claim before bunal. But that is not really different injured worker bringing an 
■s should obtain a copy from HMSO 

r j „ rr* ■ .    uiMiussai . uismis ,n for damages. The pomt is that the be/air if i, related to the worker' 
contract has been repudiated by the and make themselves familiar with the the Individual Rights of Employees. All employer - what has become known as disciplinary measures suggested. Not the booklets - available free - can be constructive dismissal". Dismissal will only are they common sense - but they obtained from Jobcentres. The ACAS t industrial Codes c< 
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NowEXILE have made it, 

theyfe^never gonna stopf 

Exile, who had a massive hit exclusively through a Daily Mirror/ away £500.00 worth of fabulous with 'Kiss you all over/ have a new tape-time package. new Aiwa stereo equipment in a 
single from the same sensational We've got Kid Jensen special competition that's free to 
album. answeringthephone. And, asan enter-provided the person's 

'Never gonna stop' is yet incentive, to really get 'em dialling, already bought the Exile album! 
another great track from Exile's we're promising a free album for It's all designed to put Exile 
new'Mixed Emotions'album, 100 lucky callers. amongthebest sellers. And then which is being nationally promoted What's more, EMI are giving they're never gonna stop. 

MIXED EMOTIONS 

m. 
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RETATT.TNG   

Priming the market 

for video discs 

There appears that the video cas: extent the videodisc are to become extremely important aspect of the music as well as the television indus- try. 

low. And for those still in doubt be hide doubt about the importance of this new --J - - greater development, the MCPS has gone as * r~~ " establishing a completely sep- department geared entirely towards licensing and monitoring reg- ?ering the video field. ulations c< 
TIM SMITH EMI has taken the lead, but other THE ARRIVAL on the UK market the next three years the catalogue will record companies are certain to fol- of the much-publisised videodisc has have grown to around 1,000 titles, been pushed a stage closer by last From the musical viewpoint, prog- week's new that EMI is on the verge rammes will be either straight record- of launching Britain's first video cas- ings of live concerts or "abstract sette catalogue. films set to music, although negoti- As reported in Record Business, the ations involving royalty payments are catalogue is being introduced by the still to be settled. specially established company sub- To a large extent EMI Videogram is    sidiary, EMI Videogram. From early relying upon the returns from market SPURRED ON by the fact that var- machines coupled with the Island next year, up to 150 programmes will research brochures, sent out over the ious television rental companies have Mobile, one of the premier mobile initially be available - at an average last few months with newly purchased been buying bulk supplies of sound recording set-ups in the UK. 

Island's Blue Mountain 
aims at the affluent youth 

it of £30 each. What the introduction of this video cassene catalogue will do is forge a vast, new consumer market which can be immediately exploited when the videodisc, which EMI Videogram director, Gary Pownall, believ 

video equipment, to compile the video machines capable of handling the new "We are working on structuring cassette catalogue. VHS video system, Island Records' deals where Blue Mountain will take The brochures ask consumers to list video arm Blue Mountain Films is to on the production costs for any act the type of cassenes they would be enter the emerging market in a big and pay a high percentage of most interested in purchasing or hir- way early next year. fits after the ing. Among the choices are feature Headed up by Scott Millaney, the recouped." films, sports, music, history, geog- company has already claimed a sig- Blue Mountain 
have been 
market, but that the prime pro-   viable form of video pro- raphy, documentaries and art. nificant share of the promotional results tc duct, finallv receives the go-ahead. Pownall commented: "The response video market and has studiously Millaney stresses So far three different types of vid- has been far better than we ever stockpiled footage of the parent com- duct is unlikely eodisc have been developed - by RCA expected. It's been really exceUent. pany's artists over the four years rock or pop offerings, but 'special in America, the Japanese company The general impression from the Island has been in the video scene. events' with an exclusive tag - hence JVC and Phillips. All of these are cur- returns is that feature films are in Now Blue Mountain feels the time the opera experiment from Govern rently being tested at EMI great demand, as well as a number of is right to make its pitch to the con- Garden. laboratories in Hayes with a view to specialist topics." suraer, and has geared up with a suite This is because the high price of eventual manufacture and dis- He continued: "We have had a of office space at the company's St. VCR equipment - the hardware in tribution. great deal of requests for minority Peter's Square headquarters dedicated question - locks possible sales into the Tentative plans apparently exist for films - such as Chinese language fea- to tape duplicating facilities. more affluent section of the populace, the UK to be used as a videodisc test tures, a large number of special inter- Millaney has a Bob Marley concert, And on top that that, the age profile market for Europe — possibly as soon ests like aviation, trains - in general a specials from Grace Jones, Steel is youthful, and the video format is as late 1979. comprehensive range of hobbies." Pulse, Third World and an up-coming known to be of more ephemeral inter- In the meantime EMI Videogram is To begin with programmes will opera recording from Covent Garden est than pure music forms like discs embarking on a major drive to build only be available for purchase. How- of Kiri Teknawa plus his archive mat- and tapes. up the video market. Sales will be ever EMI Videogram is currently erial prepared for a possible consumer "Distribution is more likely to be either direct from EMI or via a tele- working on plans to make video cas- launch next May. through direct mail order and the very vision rental company, although settes available for hire. "Now we have sorted out a draft big regional department stores who negotiations are still to be finalised. Pownall told Record Business: "To royalty agreement with the MCPS, it already carry the hardware than the No plans at present exist to use record begin with the emphasis will '  :l"," —  ' ' " . .. ' '—*- retail outlets. purely on sales, however there Pownall told Record Business: "EMI long-term plans to enable the hirin Videogram was set up in August last video cassettes. There are various mrij a brief to get the market alty problems to work out but we ready for the videodisc. We confident that these can be c beginning with the video Claims in the US trade press that EMI will be launching the video cas- ; catalogue hand in hand 

catalogue and we are confident it 1 
eventually be a huge business." Pownall is at present unable reveal details of the video cassette Polygram . , programmes scheduled for the initial counted by EMI Videogram. It does launch. They do, however, include a however seem likely that an agree- large selection of feature films, a few ment giving EMI the UK distribution documentaries and a number of mus- rights to Polygram videos, and vice ical offerings. It is hoped that within versa, will be reached 

possible to put together com- High Street record retailer, although, mercially viable VHS video cassettes as the market expands, there's no at around £20-£30," said Millaney. reason why it should not spread into "What makes it more attractive for record stores. On the continent, in an act to go with Blue Mountain is fact, that's where we see a fair per- our production facilities, which will centage of our business coming from, include a video truck arrangement with five cameras and two recording JOHN HAYWARD 
hi; waTi ^— —r1 

r-7/* 

the hmv hart wards 

BBCQRD BUSINESS | We give you an American-style Top 100 chart—the very first in this country to be 
I Sf'es AND airPlaVs- p|us. an at-a-glance guide to all the records being ' . y []e lop 20 ra<:ii0 stations throughout the country. Plus, accurate hit | casting by a panel of radio programmers, record publishers and disc jockeys. 
I for kiei'pi COpy 0n your desk or't00'door ma, ,'rs, thing every Monday morning and fk T • 3 year y USin9 ,his special iotroductory offer coupon. Pick up a pen 

Subscription rates 
Europe   Middle East  ^  South America. Alnca. India Australasia/Far East USA/Canada 

. . £30.00 outside UK 

nature of business -■ 
Send to Record B„ Jn-NCoOSE A CHEQL|E FOR £ ... Post Room, Oakfleld Hou'e P."^!0" Sprvicin9' C 
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NEW LIVE SINGLE 
BREAKING GLASS 

ART DECADE 
ZIGGY STARDUST 
THREE TRACKS 

FOR 99p (rrp) 
IN COLOUR BAG 

FROM THE ALBUM 
'STAGE' 

Record: PL 02913 
Cassette: PK 02913 

Single; BOW I 

IIC/I 
Telephone orders: 021-525 3000 
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THE ALBUM CHART -60 

A-Pyo; C—CBS; D-Ronco; 
J_Ml!'?.n0?)ISC: G—K"Tel; H—Lighlning ^ Multiple Sound: K—Creole/CBS iHoniUrJ0nS' N—Enterprise; O—Pres- ■riont; R—RCA; S—Selecta; W—WEA. 

distributors 

Index 
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r are capable of selling good soul albums 
you are wrong 

STEP INTO 

UR WORLD 
Produced by Ken Gold NSPL18587 
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★RADIOACTIVE: Strongest Airplay Gains 
Y.M.C.A./Village People (Mercury) LYDIA/Dean Friedman (Lifesong) TOO MUCH HEAVEN/Bee Gees (RSO) LE FREAK/Chic (Atlantic) B-A-B-Y. Rachel Sweet (Stiff) MARY S BOY CHIUD/Boney M (Atlantic/Hai T YOU TOGETHER AGAKM/Hot 

THE AIRP] 
YOUR ABC GUIDE TO SINGLES AIRP 

AIRPLAY RATING 

2 *71 
66 

6-* 65 7 ★ 64 8* 64 

19» 51 20* 47 21 * 47 22 ★ 23 ★ 45 24 + 
26* 39 
29 ★ 36 30* 36 31* 35 
34* 33 
36*; 31 37*^30 38* 29 39* 29 40*; 27 
42*; 26 43* 26 44*! 23 
47*1 23 
49*^22 SO 121 51 * 20 52 ★To 
55* 19 56* 19 57 * 19 
59* is 
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iiAY GUIDE 
LAY ACTION FOR THE COMING WEEK 

/lists/Charts 

r a A A 
TOPNEWSPINS: Strongest NewEntries 
ACCIDENT PRONE/Status Quo (Vertigo) PROMISES/Buzzcocks (United Artists) 
BREAKING GLASS/David Bowie (RCA) 6 CUrV) 

STATUS QUO 
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THE NEW SINGLES 
With the Record Business Gimmicks Guide: 12"- 12-inch single; ■-Special Bag; (White)-Special Vinyl 

Scheduled for release' 

ABTIST/TITLE A SIDE/B Side/Label 

ALTERNATIVE TV UFE/Love Lies Limp (Depllord ANGEL WINTER SONG/Can You Feel II? (Casablanca) ANGELS OF PHILADELPHIA IT'S A BEAUTIFUL WORLD. (GLORIA) PART l/ll's A Beaulilul worm .u ARTHUR MULLARD & HYLDA BAKER DON'T GO BREAKING MY HEART/Swel Kind 01 Guy We) 
BAND OF THE BLACK WATCH HIGHLAND HUSTLE/Hackle Red (RK) BLUE OYSTER CULT WE GOTTA GET OUT OF THIS PLACE/Stauway BOB PRYDE SANTA'S LITTLE HELPERS/Somebody's Nicked My Gnome (Slaief BRYAN CHALKER SIMPLE GIFTS/The Waywaid Wind (Emerald) CHANSON DON'T HOLD BACK/Did You Ever (Ariola) CLASH TOMMY GUN/One, Two Crush On You (CBS) 
CRAWLER SAIL ON/Oisc Heroes (Epic) DAVE EDMUNDS TELEVISION/Never Been In Love (Swansong) DON SCHLIH THE GAMBLER/You CanT Take II With You (Cap ERIC DONALDSON LOOK WHAT YOU'VE 'OONE/Look What You've Done (Part 2) (Dynamic) 

tE HAPPY DA 5 ARE HERE AGAIN - 
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS DO YOU HEAR HELLFIELD ALL NIGHT PARTY/Magic Mislte; IAN DURY 8 THE BLOCKHEADS HIT ME V IAN GOMM HOLD ON/Chicken Run (Albion) JACK TEMPCHIN PEACEFUL EASY FEELING/Tijuana (Arista) JOHN TRAVOLTA GREASED LIGHTNIN'/Razzamalas (Midsong/Polydor 

KINGFISH HARD TO LOVE SOMEBODY/You KIPPINGTON LODGE RUMOURS - LADY ON A BICYCLE/And MEN OF STEEL HAIL SUPERMAN/People Movin' To The Music (Jel) METAL MICKEY LOLLIPOP/Eugene (The Hollywood Monster Movie Fiend) (EMI) 
MEXICANO TREASURE THE MOMENTS/Tteasure The Moments (Part 2) (ICE) MIGHTY SPARROW EL RELOJ/I Just Wanna Be Free (Trojan) MORVIN BROOKS YOU JUST CAN'T HIDE/You Jusl CanT Hide (Part 2) (Dynamic) NEW SEEKERS YOU NEEDED ME/Aladdin (CBS) NICK LOWE (WHATS SO FUNNY ABOUT) PEACE, LOVE & UNDERSTANDING/American Squirm (Radar; NICKY NORRIS REGGAE CHRISTMAS (MELOOY)/Reggae Chrislmas (Part 2) (Salril) 
PETULA CLARK (LIFE IS) JUST A DANCE WITH TIME/Don'l Slop The Music (CBS) PLASTIC BERTRAND C EST LE ROCK 'N' ROLUAflection (Vertigo) POWERFUL PIERRE 8 ENGLISH ANNIE GIVE US A KISS/Moonlighl - Slarlighl (RCA) RAHNI HARRIS SIX MILLION STEPS/Six Million Steps (Part 2) (Macury) RON GRAINER ORCHESTRA A TOUCH OF VELVET - A STING OF BRASS/JOE 90 THEME/The Wigan Joker/Six By Six (Casu RONNIE BARKER 8 RONNIE CORBETT BUT FIRST THE NEWS/Nighl Night (BBC) 
RONNIE DUKES WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS/You & Me Against The World ROY HUOD EVERYBODY NEEDS A CHRISTMAS TREE/The First Time. The Lasl Time (Slate) SANDFORO 8 SAKER STAMP ON A SKURFF TODAY/Rock Slock (EMI) SESAME STREET FEVER SESAME STREET FEVER/Has Anybody Seen My Dog? (Polydor) SHIP'S COMPANY 8 ROYAL MARINE BAND OF H.M.S. ARK ROYAL THE LAST FAREWELL/You II SIMON DUPREE 8 THE BIG SOUND KITES - FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS/I See The Light - f 

SONEY M MARY'S BOY CHILD/OF MY LORD/Dancing In The Sheets (Atlanlic/Hansa) OHRIS HILL DISCO CENTRE/Dog Side 01 The Moon (Ensign) RUBINOOS FAILING IN LOVE/Leave My Heart Alone (Beserkley) 

THIS WEEK the Chrislmas rush begins to subside with the smallest new releases listing this year - follow ups to hits from New Seekers, Ian Duty, Plastic Bertrand and the Albertos - 12"only from Foxy and Ian Gomm - second Travolta solo from Grease - Arthur MuUard and Hylda Baker follow up withtheElton John songbook - live out from Blue Oyster Cult - Clash newie with repackaging of complete back catalogue - Robin Gibb guests on Sesame Street Fever - Sandford & Saker fight back at the Smurfs - reissue of Slade's 1973 Christmas No. 1 disco from Rahni Harris 

Index 

XX r 

Always the fullest, most accurate 

new release listings each 

week in Record Business 
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disco Fcmm and awamss 

TO BE HELD AT THE VENUE, 160 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, SW1 AT 
12 NOON ON SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26 

Sessions include - How a DJ Mailing List works 
Product Scheduling 
The Pros and Cons of Regional Associations 
The Record Business Charts 

* Tony Prince, Programme Controller, on Radio Luxembourg's disco format 
* Mike Allen, Capital Radio, on "the hottest disco in town" 
* In Concert - Hi-Tension (Island Records) 
* On Tape - Amanda Lear (Ariola) - Germany's Disco Queen 
* A chance to win a free holiday for two in Bermuda with admission to the fabulous Disco 40 complex 

The cost - £7.50 + VAT (£8.10) to include buffet lunch, Awards dinner and Hi-Tension in Concert, plus personal appearance of George Chandler and the Olympic 
Runners. 

Please enrol .... delegate(s) for BUSINESS Disco Forum and Awards, in the sum of £  to cover 
attendance at the RECORD I enclose cheque/postal order meals and entertainment. 

Name 

Address 

Return to- Forum Co-ordinator, Record Business, Hyde House, ' 3.3 Langley Street, London, WC2H 9JG, Tel 01-836-9311 
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regional 
fHE SUCCESS lately of two Scottish _l. i • "1 __ -ands. namely, the Skids from Dun- SC30tjtjlStl IIOWB 
ermlme and the ReziUos from Edin- '^V-A-yUU-U-JX ^ ■urgh looks like being followed up by et another two Scottish bands, the first f which is the Monos, an Edinburgh- >ased band with an international layour. The band's line-up is: on lead uitar Dr Bored, drums Bod, rhythm uitar Jah Woosh, bass guitar Chalky, ocals Oddball. The Monos, who have strong following in the Edinburgh rea, are about to release their debut EP ingle on their own label, as yet minus a ame, they're working on it."Tracks are Talking Pictures', 'One Way Love' 

A 

EON SIGNS: The new Irish nger has been contracted to Homes- an Records who are issueing her ebut album Country Love. Also pic- ired; Jim Geogh, Homespun's sales anager, and label production man- ger Crawford Bell. 

and 'Psychic Eric'. The single will be available from most of the major record wholesalers. More information to fol- low when deals are concluded. The band is managed by George Duffin of the Edinburgh-based Cosmos Agency (226-4527). The second band are Simple Minds. They hail from Glasgow and although they have nothing on plastic yet, they have been creating a tremendous buzz in the business both in Scotland and in London. Quite a few well-known names from the big smoke have jetted in to see them but as yet, no deals have been signed. However, from the many rumours flying around, that state of affairs will very soon be changed. The band is Jim Kerr (vocals and visuals), Charlie Birchill (lead guitar), Brian McGee (drums), Mick McNeil (key- boards) and Derek Forbes (bass guitar). An advance playback of their tapes suggests the band has a very strong future, so watch out for them! • BOB LAST, the man behind Scottish-based, Fast Products (and also manager of the ReziUos), has announced plans to take their acts on a London tour. The bands making the trip are the Mekons, Gang of Four, Human League and The Scars. More details to follow. • JAMMY MUSIC Publishers is celebrating its first year in business and has moved to new premises at Inchbank 

House, 957 Dumbarton Road, Glas- gow. Jammy is looking for new songs so take note, young budding song-writers. Contact Andrew Harvey or Johnny McCallum at 041 334 9722. • RADIO-l's Rock On programme will be focusing on Scotland next week with an interview with the men behind Scottish-based independent labels - Lenny Love of Sensible Records fame and Bruce Findlay of Zoom Records. It should be worth tuning into. 

• BRUCE'S RECORD Shops has opened a branch in the new Clydebank Shopping Centre and figures at the end of the first week's trading indicate that it could become one of the chain s busiest shops. Video equipment has been installed and Brian Findlay, joint managing director of the firm, announced that all Bruce's shops will be similarly equipped in the next few weeks, using the Captain Video service. 
Paddy O'Connell 

SLEEP UP 3642Z) K-loTlmMEpic EPC 6§e3)^ 

ICAirTSTOP LOVING YOU (THOUGH I TF 
RIVERS OF BABYLON/BROWN GmUN THI TIME MACHINE (EP) - Time Machine (Rip- EVER FALLEN IN LOVE (WITH SOMEONE ONEFOR YOu'foNEFOB ME6- Jonathan King | INSTANT REPLAY Dan Harlman (Blue Sky CBS 

HotNiteat 

THE VENUE 

EDNESDAY NOV. 22 



Edited by Frank Granville Barker DFiAT ibLUru GU UJE TO CLASSICALi 
THE VARIOUS CLASSICAL mar- keting concepts which have come and gone have conclusively proved that the consumer responds best to subliminal, rather than hard-sell techniques. Indeed massive national promotions mounted in the popular field are only feasible for the classics when an individual artist such as James Galevay becomes a cult figure who can place discs in the pop 

One significant trend during the past five years has been a more adventurous approach to classical sleeve design and presentation with the major companies tuking their cue from smaller labels such as Enigma and none such, as well as their own popular marketing depart- ments, where boldly imaginative pac- kaging has been the order of the day. Another discernible trend has been towards 'standardization', not just of series but of whole labels, as a cardinal selling-point. CBS found a dramatic sales improvement when it adopted its Masterworks logo and poineering sleeve designs three years ago, while EMI's mid-price Greensleeves series - adopt- ing packaging inspired by that name - did equally well a year later. Promotion and design for Polydor's prestigious Deutsche Grammophon and Archiv labels, much in evidence at major inter- national music festivals, has long been the envy of classical departments on tighter budgets. Phonogram, too, has pursued a 'quality' image, particularly in the lavish packaging of its boxed sets. For a full year new CBS has been reaping the benefits of its mid-price Maestro series, launched with a uniform sleeve format and logo in order to give it a coherent image and direction. As with other companies' special series prom- otions additional material included spe- cial browser cards and full-colour leaf- lets. The most recent example of these moves towards finding unified label images came recently with the complete relaunch of RCA's mid-price Gold Seal series. Ray Crick, the company's clas- sical marketing manager, told Record Business that in the past Gold Seal had 

The soft sell 
little, visually, to link it with that colour. The new packaging he describeb as 'looking like a 12in Benson & Hedges cigarette packet, and this 'quality' theme is to be carried through all Gold Seal releases. As if to underline that its facelift is not merely skin-deep Gold Seal is also changing the direction of repertoire covered. The tendency now will be to draw more heavily on strong main- stream material from the company's back catalogue and abandon a former 20th-century bias. Many of Decca's marketing successes have been in the popular classics field epitomized by long-running series such as 'Your 100 Best Tunes' and 'The World Of ... ' The new distinctively- packaged budget price Jubilee label, drawing exclusively on mainstream back-catalogue material by 'name' artists, has been put through its paces over the past year. Rather more subtle, however, was the link-up of Decca's Florilegium label - a 

relatively small-selling yet highly acclaimed project devoted to authentic performance of repertoire up to the baroque era. At the York Early Music Festival, with the intention of prom- oting early music among children from primary school to sixth-form level, Florilegium presented every ensemble participating with a library of Decca early music recordings to the retail value of £25. Stimulation of interest in future 

releases was thus encouraged - as well as valuable goodwill and publicity. An indication of the way in which marketing techniques may be moving is provided by the increasingly prevalent 'premium offer' - the subsidizing by an unrelated commercial concern of a record series in return for the kudos of cultural association (and, predictably, I, fairly prominent sleeve publicity). Like sporting sponsorship the clas- sical counterpart has so far tended to attract products in the luxury or non- essential class. RCA's Harvey's of Bris- tol (sherry) series and theW.D. &H.O. Wills (tobacco) series are obvious exam- 
EMI brings a gentlemanly touch to the premium offer concept with its recently-unveiled (or, perhaps, poured out) release of Tea for Two — a Yehudi Menuhin/Stephane Grappelli duo album promoted with a variety of gifts manufactured by Twinings, the tea 
In the summer EMI ran a campaign linked with Vladivar Vodka - the one made in Warrington, Lanes. Now the label is to explore forthcoming spon- sorship with Elsenham, the jam and marmalade manufacturers. As the Arts in general seek an increasingly large subsidy it may be that projects of this nature - often giving the opportunity of exploring repertoire which would otherwise not be commercially viable - point the way towards future classical marketing strategy. 

itc/l 

Julian Bream (guitar) 
VVilla-Lobos: The Twelve 
\ Etudes For Guitar 
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CLASSICAL 

Enigma readies the 

'sound of the 80s' 
1*1 

sd 

I 

THERE IS a degree of logic that Enigma, by the very definition of its name and its well-defined independent approach to the recording of classical music, should be one of the first, if not ihe first British company to experiement with the Sound of the Eighties. The company, founded two years ago by two ex-MFP men John Boyden and Peter Whiteside and recently brought into the WtA fold, has already tackled its first recording sessions using a revolutionary new appraoch to the trad- itionai analogue (conversion of sound waves into electrical waves) method called the digital system, or to use the term by which it will become more commonly known PCM (Pulse Code Modulation). The difference between analogue and digital is the difference between speech and Morse code. Speech can be con- verted into the pulses of the Morse code for transmission over radio or by tele- graph wire and then reconverted into words by a trained operator. The same approach can be used to codify music and then unscrumble the code by elec- tronic circuitry. The result is a sound 

The digital 
disc recording 
breakthrough 

recording free of the blemishes of snap, crackle and pop which so often spoil the analogue recording and prove par- ticularly infuriating to the perfectionist classical music collector. The reason that the notably better digital system has not so far become accepted as the norm is that technical complications have restricted its use to sound laboratories where the highly sophisticated equipment is available to cope with the digital pulses and the concommitant requirements of hi-fi 
What has ignited Enigma's enthusiasm is a hugely exciting break- 

through which will provide simple low- cost digital sound consistent with the most exacting demands of audio fidelity. The solution to the problem has been found - inevitably by the Japanese - by the use of VIDEO. A video tape recor- der able to record colour tv pictures to broadcast quality can (unlike audio tape) easily cope with the extremely fast influx of digital pulses required to record several channels of hi-fi sound. Supplemented by an essential add- on-unit, most domestic video machines have the technical capability to do this. Sony is the first company to produce the necessary unit which is known as PCM1 and can be used in conjunction with the already available Betamax or Umatic systems. It is expected on the market at any time now and will cost about the same as the Betamax, thus providing a home digital sound record- ing system for about £1500, which will also have the capacity to record tv pic- tures in colour. After showing the system in Germany last year, Sony brought one into Britain in January and it was this that Enigma used to record the London Gabrielli Brass Ensemble in a St. John's Wood church. Simultaneously Enigma recorded the session in analogue form for the commercial release of the record. Boyden reports that the improvement in sound quality was quite dramatic, on equipment costing under £2000 despite using tape running at less than one inch per second against the usual 15ips. Enigma would be delighted to change to an all-digital recording programme. But first of all, and without going into technical detail, there are problems to be overcome in the area of master-lacquer culling and editing. A natural dis- inclination on the part of the recording industry to abandon costly investment in conventional multi-track recording suggests that any general swing towards PCM will be many years away. Nevertheless, Enigma is proceeding with its digital experiments via record- ings featuring Ian Partridge and George Malcolm singing some Purcell songs, the Tilford Ensemble, John Lill and a full orchestral session with the LbU. The company will be looking to produce a series of one-take recordings which 

have not undergone plastic surgery by editing. Once this has been achieved, then Enigma will take the credit for having produced the first commercially available series of LPs recorded in Bri- tain employing the digital system. Meanwhile the company continues to flourish using traditional methods. When formed in 1976, Enigma set out to find a niche in the British market by recording local talent, ignored by the multi-national majors, playing the music which they could promote by their stage performances. Specialisation was shunned in favour of a broad-based repertoire policy - something which Boyden claims has not happened here in 50 years. Consequently Enigma's catalogue of 60 titles ranges from news- reader Angela Rippon narrating Peter and The Wolf with the Royal Philhar- monic Orchestra to Brass Music Of The Baroque by the Gabrielli Brass Ensem- ble. Along the way, the label has show- cased John Lill in Beethoven's piano sonatas on six LPs and has James Loug- hran engaged in recording all Beeth- oven's symphonies, the first British conductor to do so. Opportunities for marketing have always been of prime consideration in Enigma's recording programme and out of this has emerged the successful Tapestry series. This is linked to famous historical figures via such recordings as Music For Robin Hood And His Kind, Music for Chris- topher Columbus And His Crew and Music For King WenceslasAnd His Page. These concept albums are designed to appeal at different levels of musical appreciation and because of their his- troical theme to maintain consumer interest and awareness. Earlier this year.. Enigma was acquired by WEA, a company not noted for its interest in classical music. Out- side of his respect for WEA-UK m.d. John Fruin, Boyden rationalises his decision by referring to the financial resources upon which Enigma can now draw and which will become apparent in due course but equally importantly to the position that Enigma could enjoy in providing WEA, the world's fourth largest record company, with a spear- head into the classical market as a means of expanding its total repertoire base. 

AURORA'S 
Universally Praised, UNIQUE 

SZYMANOWSKI SERIES 
KING ROGER Warsau- State Opera Production conducted by Mieczyslaw Mierzejewski AUR506V2 tuo discs with libretto £6.95 Without going into detail, it is a remarkable and uniquely beautiful opera and this fine performance (uith on excellent cast of soloists) should be heard without delay' - E M G Monthly Letter The recording, which sounds as if it has been made in the theatre, is —' spacious — Hi Fi News an 
THE VIOLIN CONCERTOS Wanda Wilkomirska and Charles Treger (violins), Warsaw Nations Philharmonic, Witold Rowicki and Robert Satanowski (conductor AUR5063 £349 

ith powerful precision and Wtkomirska is an outstandingly gifted soloist: - E M G Monthly Letter 'Charles Treger is no less idiomatic in the Second Concerto, hairing a splendid feeling for linei - The Gramophone 
SECOND SYMPHONY Roxena's^ong from "King Roger' 
Lodz Philharmonic conducted by Hemyk Czyz AUR5060 £349 y y ■this is a eery satisfying recording of splendid music ...it deserves a warm - Records and Recording HARNASIE (The Highland Robbers) Ballet Op. 56 Warsaw National Philharmonic Choir and Orchestra conducted by Witold Rowicki AUR 5064 £349 There is a great deal of glonous music here and it Is played with great passion and conwcDon^ raproduces deiwITgood 

- The Gramophone 
* R°rrt'tos London W1 (01 731 1483) olfe SELECTA. a division of The Decca Record Co. Ltd . V AJbett Embankment. London SE1 (01 8529191) 
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FESTIVO 

SERIES 

Top quality at mid-price 

110 

BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 9 'Ctaal' LP 6570 012 Cass 7310 012 
BACH Famous Organ IMirks LP 6570 069 Cass 7310 069 

Forthcoming releases from Festivo 
Trout Quimei Anhur Grumiauk Ingnd Haebler IP 5570115 Cass 7310115 

& 

TCHAIKOVSKY Nmcracker Sune London Philliarmomc Orchesira Serenade lor Strings London Symphony Orchesira Leopold Srokowski LP 6570 027 Cass 7310 027 

BEETHOVEN Piano Conceno No 5 "Emperor' Stephen Bishop-Kovacevtch BBC Symphony Orchestra Colin Davis LP 6670 013 Cass 7310 013 

BRAHMS Piano Conceno No. 2 Claudio Artau Concengebouw Otchestra, Amsterdam Bernard Haiunk LP 6570 052 

PHILIPS 



: DEALER GUIDE TO CLASSICAL 

Top artists 
now on 
mid-price 
albums ! NOW THAT the top-price album leaves the customer with little more than his bus fare as change for a fiver, it isn't surprising that more attention is being paid to those in the medium-price range. Once these were looked on as the poor man's classics, but today even Ford workers buy them. The big companies have certainly taken note of the situation, the last few weeks having seen several medium- price labels completely revamped and heavily promoted. And their offers are more attractive than they used to be. Time was when such labels brought back old recordings which had done long service in the high-price bracket, which featured artisis whose vogue was declining, or which had a new rival appearing in the company's own catalo- gue. The new series such as Phonog- ram's Festivo, on the other hand, includes quite recent recordings by their major artists who are still busy inaking new albums for customers less worried about counting their pennies. Phonogram started the ball rolling with Festivo, retailing at £2.45, pushing out 10 initial releases last month. Reper- toire has been carefully selected to please both the connoisseur and the man who 

Colin Davis- on Festivo conducting Beethoven's Emperor. just knows what he likes, the artists are all widely known, and sleeve designs are both elegant and striking. Among the Festivo releases coming up next month are Stokowski con- ducting the London Philharmonic in Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite and the Serenade for Strings (6570 027), Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich playing Beethoven's Emperor Concerto with the London Symphony conducted by Colin Davis (6570 013), and Claudio Arrau as soloist in the Brahms Piano Concerto No 2 with Bernard Haitink and the Con- certgebouw Orchestra (6570 052). RCA also couples popular major works with leading international names in its Golden Seal series (£2.49), simi- larly face-lifted with more lavish pac- kaging than before. It issues a direct challenge to Festivo with its own 

Brahms Piano Concerto No 2 bringing Sviatoslav Richter and the Chicago Symphony conducted by Erich Lcinsdorf. (GL 11267). Andre Previn and the London Symphony get two bites of the cherry this month, playing Wal- ton's Symphony No 1 (GL 42707) and accompanying star violinist Itzhak Perlman in Lalo's Symphonic Espagnole and Ravel's Tzigane (GL 11329). Many customers will be delighted to find you-know who's Man with the Golden Flute (GL 25160) re-issued on this label 
CBS has adopted the same rrp of £2.49 for its new Embassy Classics series, to be launched with eight albums next month. It looks at first like a per- sonal label for Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra, who feature on six of the releases, aiming directly at the popular end of the market with Jofcann Strauss: The Blue Danube (30097), Sabre Dance (30100), Wagner The Ride of the Valkyries (30102) and Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsodies with pianist Ivan Davis (30098). Another collection of best- sellers is a Tchaikovsky album from Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic (30099) - and no prize for guessing it includes the 1812 Overture. EMI spread a coating of jam - gift packs from Elsenham's for responsive dealers - on its promotion of the Greensleeve series, marginally more expensive at £2.85. Thishaslong beena profitable label ranging from albums such as Shostakovitch's Symphony No 5 with Paavo Berglund conducting the Bournemouth Symphony (ESD 7029) to a lollipop like this month's Viennese 

Fifty essential classical albums 

Overtures with Willi Boskovsky and the Johann Strauss Orchestra (ESD 7061). Even the company's recent discovery Andrei Gavrilov has a Greensleeve niche playing Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto No 3 (ESD 7032). From the Decca stable, the Eclipse label boasts such classic performances as The Firebird by Eernest Ansermet and the Suisse Romande Orchestra (ECS 817), The Planets by Sir Malcolm Sargent and the London Symphony (ECS 600), and the Grieg and Rachmaninov (No 2) Piano Concertos by Clifford Curzon. Outstanding on the company's Turnabout label are piano albums featuring Sviatoslav Richter playing Debussy's Preludes, Book II (TV 34360) and Alfred Brendel playing Beethoven's Moonlight and Pathetique Sonatas (RV 34122). Rediffusion offers two series. Herit- age and Legend, at £1.99. Taken from the Czech company Supraphon, ■ they include famous performances by the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra when it 
Smetana's cycle of symphonic poems Md Vlast (My Country) is full of charac- ter under the conducting of Vaclav Talich (Heritage HCN 8001/2), and Dvorak's Stabat Mater find orchestra and conductor again in splendid idioma- tic form with a fine quartet of soloists (HCN 8011/2). They also team up in fine style with Rostropovich in the Dvorak Cello Concerto (HCN 8004). The Legend label includes a steady- selling album of the Suk Trio playing Beethoven's Piano Trio 'The Archduke' (LGD 002) and a highly praised record- ing of Beethoven's Piano Concerto No 4 featuring Ivan Moravec with the Wiener Musikverein Orchestra conducted by Martin Turnovsky (LGD 009). 

B Trio. Suk Trio. (Legend LGD 002) £1.99. Emperor Concerto. Chicago Sym- phony Orchestra/Ashkenazy, Solti. (Decca SXL 6655) £4.50. Symphony 5. Vienna Philharmonic/Kleiber. (DG 2530516) £4.35. Symphony 6. Vienna Philhar- monic/Bohm. (DG 2530141) £4.35). Sym- phony 9. Schmidt-lsserstedt. (Decca Jubilee JB1) £2.49. The Nine Symphonies. BerBn Philharmonic/von Karajan (DG 2740172) (8 records) £22.50, Triple Con- certo. Oistrakh, Rostropovich; Richter; Ber- lin Philharmonic Orchestra/Von Karajan (HMV ASD 2582) £4.40. Violin Concerto. Grumiaux/Concertgebouw. (Philips 6500775) £4.50. BIZET Carmen. Berganza, Domingo, Milnes, Cot- rubas; LSO/Abbado. (DG 2740101) (3 records) £10.00 CHOPIN Nocturnes, Volumes 1 and 2/Rubinstein (pianoforte). (RCA SB 6731 -2) £4.25 each ELGAR 'Cello Concerto. Jacqueline du Pre (cello); Philadelphia Orchestra/Barenboim CBS Masterworks 76529. Coronation Ode. (New) Philharmonia/Ledger. (HMV ASC 3345) £4.40. Enigma Variations: Coc- kaigne Overture. Chicago Symphony Orchestra. LPO/Solti. (Decca SXL 6795) £4.50. Violin Concerto. Pinchas Zuc- kerman (violin); LPO/Barenboim. (CBS Masterworks 76528) £4.39. GERSHWIN Rhapsody in Blue. George Gershwin (piano, on 1925 piano roll); Columbia Jazz Band/Tilson Thomas. (CBS Masterworks 76509) £4.39. 
28 

HANDEL Concert/ Gross! Op 6. Collegium Aureum. Deutsche Harmonia Mundi. (153/99645-7) (3 records) £12.75. 
The Planets Suite. LSO/Previn. (EMI ASD 3002) £4.40. JANACEK Glagolitic Mass. Czech Philarmonic Chorus and Orchestra/Ancerl. (Supraphon SUP 50519) £2,99. MAHLER Fourth Symphony. Cleveland Orches- tra/Szell (soprano soloist Judith Raskin). (CBS Classics 61056) £2.99. MOZART Horn Concert!. Denis Brain (horn); (New) Philharmonia/von Karajan. (HMV ASD 1140) £4.40. Piano Concerto 22 (K482). Alfred Brendel (piano): Academy of St Martin-in-the-Fields/Marriner. (Philips 9500145) £4.50. ORFF Carmina Burana. Fischer-Diskau; Chorus and Orchestra of Deutsche Oper, Ber- lin/Jochum. (DG 139062) £4.35. PAVAROTTI The World's Best-Loved Tenor Arias. (Decca SXL 6649) £4.50. PUCCINI Tosca Royal Opera House Chorus and Orchestra; Caballe, Carreras/Davis. (Philips 6700108) (2 records) £8.99 RACHMANINOV Piano Concerto 2; Julius Ktchen (piano); LSO/Solti. Paganini Rhapsody; LPO/Boult. (Decca SPA 505) (World of . . Series) £2.35. Piano Concertos (atCarnegie Hall). Horowitz (piano): New York Philhar- monic/Ormandy, (RCA RL 12633) £4.25 

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV Scherezade, LPO/Haiti 6500410) £4.50. 
2726040) (2 records) £5.18. (Philips TCHAIKOVSKY and SIBELIUS Violin Concern. Kyung-Wha Chung (violin); RODRIGO LSO/Previn. (Decca SXL 6493) £4.50 Guitar Concerto. John Williams (guitar). VERDI ECO/Barenboim. (CBS Masterworks La Forza del destine (complete opera). 76369) £4.39 Price, Domingo, Cossotto; LSO/Levine. SCHUBERT (RCA RL 01864) (4 records). Special offer Octal in F. Academy of St Martin- until January 31 £13.46. Requiem. Price, in-the-Fields Chamber Ensemble/(dir) lona Baker, Luchetti, van Dam; Chicago SO and Brown. (Philips 9500400) £4.50. String Chorus. (RCA RL 02476) (2 records). Spe- Quintet in C. Op 163. Isaac Stern (violin), cial offer until January 31 £6.98. Alexander Schneider (violin), Milton Katims VILLA-LOBOS (viola), Pablo Casals (cello), Paul Tortelier Music for Guitar. Eric Hill (Saga 5453) (cello). (CBS Classics 61043) £2.99. VIVALDI SMETANA Four Seasons. Academy of .St Martin- Ma Vlast. Czech Philharmonic/Talich. in-the-Fields/Marriner, (Argo ZRG 654) (Heritage HCN 800112) (2 records, mono) £4.50. The Four Seasons. Berlin Philhar- £3.98 monic/Karajan (DG 2530296) £4,35 STRAUSS WEILL The Four Last Songs. Eliszabeth Threepenny Opera. Lotte Lenya (soprano); Schwarzkopf (soprano); Berlin Symphony various artists/Bruckner-Ruggeberg. (CBS Orchestra/Szell. (HMV ASD 2888) £4.40. Masterworks 78279) (2 records) £5 49 STRAVINSKY WILLIAMSON The Rite of Spring. National Youth Symphony for Organ/Allan Wicks. (Aurora Orchestra of Great Britain/Rattle. (Enigma KUR 5053) £3.49. MID 5001) £4.50. VARIOUS SYMANOWSKI Great Tenors of Today - Domingo, Gedda King Roger (opera). Warsaw National Bergonzi. etc. (HMV ASD 3302) £4 40' Opera production. (Aurora 5161/2) (2 Instruments of the Middle Ages. Early records) £6.98. Two Violin Concern. Music Consort/Munrow. (SLS 988) (2 Wanda Wilkomirska, Charles Tre- records) £11.45. Italian Cantatas Wren gar/Warsaw Philharmonic (Aurora AUR Consort. (Meridian E77010). James Gal- 5063) £3.49 7nKf'*yS Moza* LSO/Mata TCHAIKOVSKY RCA RL 25181) £4.25. The Last Night of ■1812'Overture. Beethoven; Wellingtons the Proms. BBCSO/Davis (Philips SSM Vic tor v' Minneapolis Symphony 23033) £2.45. The Man with the Golden Orchestra. LSO/Dorati. (Philips SAL 3461) Flute - James Galway with various orches- £4 50 | . 'I33- (RCA Gold Seal GL 25160) £2 49 
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New Releases from 
ENIGMA RECORDS 
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ENIGMA RECORDS 
A division of LUGO Records Limited O A Warner Communications Company 



DEALER GUIDE TO CLASSICAL 
State backs 
Wren 
Orchestra STATE RECORDS, a WEA licenced label, has launched a classical series this month with three albums by the Wren Orchestra retailing at £3.79. The reper- toire ranges over the kind of popular classics which Capital Radio brings to an estimated audience of a million through its weekly programme 'The Collection'. The Wren was formed in the summer of 1976 by Howard Snell, formerly prin- cipal rumpet with the London Sym- phony Orchestra. As conducter of his own orchestra he set out to attract new audiences with programmes including good music in all its forms, from Mozart to McCarmey. Capital came into the picture by co- operating with the Wren over a series of concerts at London's Mermaid Theatre, and when the broadcasts proved a suc- cess took over as sponsor. Concerts have since been given, and recorded for transmission in 'The Collection", at the Royal Albert and Royal Festival Halls. The first three albums, all procued by Chris Hazell, provide music for all tastes. Weightiest is a coupling of Haydn's Symphony No 92 with Mozart's No 40 (PRIM 1), the most varied a Tchaikovsky album bringing the 1812 Overture and a selection of dances from his ballets. (PRIM 2). 

THE NAMES TO WATCH 

ANDREI GAVRILOV, winner of the Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow in 1974, has at 22 already been hailed as a potential successor to Horowitz because of his dynamic virtuosity at the key- board. His London debut had the critics looking up new superlatives, and his concerts throughout Europe and the US have been an uninterrupted success story. His solo recital of showpieces by Liszt, Balakirev and other composers (HMV ASD 3600) establishes him as a fully mature artist, while his album of concertos by Ravel and Prokofiev, with Simon Rattle conducting (ASD 3571), confirms the amazing power of his play- 

SIMON RATTLE, the youngest Brit- ish conductor ever signed up by a major company, made his first recording, The Rite of Spring with the National Youth Orchestra, for Enigma (MID 5001). Now under contract to EMI, he has made a big hit with his album of the same composer's Pulcinella and Suites 1 and 2 with the Northern Sinfonia (HMV ASD 3604). He enjoys the advantage of appearing regularly throughout the country, conducting a variety of orches- tras, and he has also branched out into opera with success at Glyndebourne itself and also with the Glyndebourne Festival's touring company. 

CAROLYN WATKINSON is one of the many British singers who have made names for themselves abroad before receiving recognition at home. Thanks to her success in France she appeared in the CBS recording of Vivaldi's Gloria (76596) two years ago. Now the com- pany has used her in the Rameau opera Hippolyte el Aricie (79314), in which she also appeared at Covent Garden last summer. Noted as a Handel singer she has recorded Rinaldo, also for CBS (79308), and will star in Xerxes which is to be made early next year. She hopes to move quite soon into the more popular territory of Mozart and Rossini. 

THE 

MISSING PIECES 
ONLY FOUND ON THE NONESUCH LABEL ARE MANY 
RARE AND UNUSUAL RECORDINGS AND WITH THE 

NOVEMBER RELEASE, NONESUCH SPREADS ITS 
WINGS STILL FURTHER. 

m. 
- 

Markets-el and distributed l>v Wl A He* oids 1.1*1 , P.O. Box 59. Alperton l.ane, Wembley. 1F,J Phone 01-998 5929 01 o, der f, om ymn Wl A sale - 
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DEALER GUIDE TO CLASSICAL 

NAMES TO WATCH.. .NAMES TO WATCH 

CHRISTOPHER HOGWOOD, the busiest man on the early music scene, has a big place in the Decca catalogue with the albums he has made with his Academy of Ancient Music. A current hit is their authentic version of Handel's Water Music (Oiseau Lyre DSLO 543). He might be said to have made ancient music the modern craze, selling out the Royal Albert Hall well in advance for a Prom concert and attracting a wide audience to what was formerly music of minority interest. His new big venture for the company is a recording of all the Mozart symphonies as they were orig- inally played, a mammoth project. 

LYDIA MORDKOVITCH, a Russian violinist who inspired several composers to write works especially for her at an early age, moved with her family to Israel in 1974. She has since built a wide reputation touring as soloist with the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra in Europe and America. (In Mexico and Brazil her concerts were televised to an audience of ten million viewers.) RCA, which has snapped her up on an exclu- sive contract, is bringing out a first album, featuring the Franck Sonata and Ravel's Tzigane (RL 25166) next Janu- ary to tie up with her British debut with the Halle Orchestra. 

New York and Paris before she came on to the record scene with Solti's Carmen for Decca and Colin Davis'sDon Giovanni for Phonogram. Now she has joined CBS, who will shortly be releas- ing her album of Strauss's Four Last Songs and the complete sets of Hansel and Gretel and Don Giovanni. The recording of the Mozart opera is also the sound-track of the film made by Joseph Losey for French Gaumont in which she will be seen as well as heard. The record- ing is due in the New Year, the film is expected next April. 

FREDERICA VON STADE, an American mezzo despite her name, was seen at Glyndebourne and Covent Gar- den before she won a wider public with her recordings. She is in the complete CBS Purcell, Liszt Debussy and others (76728). Early next year she will be in the news again with the release of more operas, singing the title-role in Mas- senet's Cendrillon and Hansel in Hum- perdinck's Hansel and Gretel. She will be in London in December for concerts and more recordings, then at Gly- ndebourne again next summer. 

KRYSTIAN ZIMERMAN, who won the Warsaw Chopin Competition three years ago at the age of 18, already has three Polydor albums to his credit. His first, devoted to music by Chopin as might be expected of any self-respecting Polish pianist, was recorded live in War- saw (Deutsche Grammophon 2530 826). Its success led to a recital disc of Mozart sonatas (2531 012), then to this months album of Chopin Waltzes (2530 965). Concert tours, which have taken him to Japan and the US as well as everywhere in Europe, have shown him to have a wide repertoire which gradually appear 
JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER is surely the most versatile of leading cellists. As a champion of British composers who are often neglected in favour of less worthy Continental rivals, he made an album of contemporary British solo and chamber works (Oiseau Lyre DSLO 18). He switched styles with a vengeance to star in his brother Andrew's Variations in the rock idiom (MCA MCF 2824). Last month featured an album in popular classical style, The Romantic Cello (Enigma K23 524). Now is the time for him to record one of the major cello concertos with orchestra, and it is whis- pered that one is being planned. 

JANE PARKER-SMITH, based in London as organist of St James, Spanish Place, has won world-wide fame as a virtuoso of real grace and power. She first of all recorded recitals for CRD (VPS 1029) and Music for Pleasure (MFP 57006), then her first album for EMI included the great Widor Organ Symphony No 6 (HQS 1406). Last Sep- tember she made a very successful album with Maurice Andre entitled Music for Trumpet and Organ (HMV ASD 3453). This brought together popular pieces like Handel's Largo and the Bach-Gounod Ave Maria which worked out splendidly in quite unex- pected arrangements. 

-V:.. 

XA SUPERB ACHIEVEMENT' (Records and Recording) 
KARAJAN 

conducts 

With Hildegard Behrens as Salome. Jos6 van Dam Karl-Waller Bdhm, Agnes Baltsa.Wteslaw Ochman.Helja Angeivo Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra SLS 5139 (2 record set) la £8 75 

_ re singing of the most memorable kind' (Hi-Fi News) ,.. 'the support she receives from Karajan and the Vienna Philharmonic is absolutely brilliant... this is, on balance, the finest recording of Salome so far offered' (Records .  v and Recording). 

Inlemational Leaders \ 
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AEiTTgig 8c KhlPillRTOIKE 
Boyce still knocking 
down the barriers THE PHENOMENON of the regional comedian, far from dying out as many predicted, seems to be taking root, at least as far as Max Boyce is concerned. Very much second on the scene after Billy Connolly and with a gentler sense of humour, Boyce has nevertheless built up a following over the last two years that has now established him as a top showbiz live act and a surefire catalogue album seller. "Originally", says Boyce, "they said that I couldn't get out of my own val- ley." He had actually just remrned from his first Australian tour (where he did sell-out business) and is currently embarking on his second nationwide British tour this year. He also played the Royal Variety Show last week. "When I first played Britain" he remembers, "say places like Wol- verhampton or Bristol, where essen- tially the first people that'd heard of me were Welsh people. And they'd per- suade their friends to come. And then as the years went by, through tv and radio, it went right across the board and 

It has now got to a pitch where Boyce has broken three house records in Scot- land, a peculiarly strong territory for him. "And you can't tell me there's 3,000 Welsh people in Aberdeen!" Boyce discounts the theory that rugby is the linking clue to his success. After all, be points out, Scotland is not a strong rugby area. It's easy to put in 

Edited by David Redshaw 

BOYCE; TV the big factor little linking bits in his act to relate the rugby jokes to local mores. In Australia he found out the names of the country's sporting heroes beforehand and adjusted his jokes accordingly. "With the regional thing, as long as you care- fully link it there's no barrier." Without a doubt, he says, it was the two BBC-1 tv series' that broke him in a big way. "On the last series (earlier this year) it took the three albums back into the charts at one stage and even Live At 

Treorchy went back at one stage and it was five years olcl.,, Boyce has been one of EMI MOR Division's success stories from the start. His albums are inexpensive to record yet have an incredibly long life. Even an album of folk songs, The Road And The Miles, has sold 140,000 though "we agreed not to make a big sell of it in case people thought it would be a normal Max Boyce album but it's sales have been good for a folk album." One album he has not been pleased to see out is Decca's The World Of Max Boyce. Made for a Welsh label in his early days and recorded in a pub, it was subsequently bought up by Decca and Max is still horrified to hear DJs playing tracks from it even though "1 re-did the song on subsequent albums." He's currently very happy with his EMI contract. "People knock record companies but when we initially made the contract and the percentages were agreed upon, nobody could have fore- seen what would happen. Initially they pressed 3,000 of the first album and sold upwards of 300,000. So we re-wrote a new contract and I added another year 
Boyce is set for a BBC-1 tv special during Christmas week and will be doing another tv series in February or March. Discography: The World Of Max Boyce (Decca PA 469) Live At Treorchy (EMI OU 2033) We All Had Doctor's Papers (EMI MB 101) The Incredible Plan (EMI MB 102) The Road And The Miles (MB 103) / Was There (EMI MAX 1001) 

BRIEFS 

Industry 
sponsorship 
sought for 
Vitavox 
Talent Awards 
VITAVOX SOUND equipment man- ufacturers have just announced their third annual Talent Awards. These awards actively invite the par- ticipation of a&r men, DJs, pub and club owners and pop columnists. Entry for acts is by nomination by individuals = or organisations within the music bus- : in ess. Each nominator may 

The Awards are ru; ■with an advisory panel which Includes .John Peel, Peter Skellern, Sally James sand two a&r men. The entry procedure is for a tape, ipreferably of a live show, to be sent to ithe organisers. First rounds will be ;decided on this evidence. A number of short-listed acts will rthen be invited to perform live at various isemi-final venues. Three of these will ithen be brought forward to the national -finals m London. This final will take rplace in May 1979. The Vitavox Award was first won by SLandscape which has its debut album 
E32 

due for release in the New Year. In 1977 the Award was won by Screens. Besides winning the silver Vitavox Awards trophy and holding it for a year, the winners will also receive speakers valued at £1,500 and a day's recording time at Horizon Studios in Coventry. Second placed act will receive equip- ment worth £500 and third placed, equipment valued at £250. Nominations must be made on appli- cation forms available from: The Vitavox Live Sound Award, do 27128 George Street, Richmond, Surrey TW9 1HY, Tel: 01-940 9749. 
Pre-Christmas 
gigs for 
new-look Darts 
ALREADY INTERVIEWED on Top Of The Pops, new Darts' vocalist Kenny Andrews is now rehearsing with the band. A totally new-look show is being worked on and pre-Christmas dates are being planned. Andrews and keyboards player Mike Deacon are the two men replacing Den Hegarty and Hammy Howell respec- 

Andrews is indeed the Boy From New York City. He originally had ambitions to be an opera singer but after gigging 

0! 

ELO's three-album boxed set, released by Jet on December 1, will get another boost if the current negoti- ations at BBC-2 yield a further showing of the ELO At Wembley film over Christmas. The film attracted an audi- ence of three million when shown last July. 
THE ADVERTS look like continuing their chart singles with their first release Television's Over' on RCA. Little has been heard of the band over the past few months and the move to RCA was the result of a decisive effort by the Bright label boss Martin Wyatt to ensure that overall efficient world- wide distribution was achieved at a critical time in the band's career. Although the band is now being pro- duced by Tom Newman, producer of Tubular Bells and an apparently dif- fering stylist, early interest seems to be high with good advance and initial orders. The Adverts have a new drummer, Rod Latter. 
ALTHOUGH possibly a slow starter, Robert Johnson should soon be attracting some rock press cre- ditibility. His debut solo album is out next week on Ensign. The 25-year-old white singer/guitarist from Memphis was seen a couple of weeks ago on the Old Grey Whistle Test. His track record includes a stint with the Isaac Hayes band at 16 years of age and an audition with The Rolling Stones when Mick Taylor's place became vacant (his per- sonality was wrong, they said). 
THE NEW disco album from GTO's French band Voyage is out this month. Titled Fly Away the album will yield a single 'Souvenirs' which will be in 12- inch for the first 8,000 copies. 
NOW re-formed, Decca punk band Slaughter and the Dogs are currently gigging around the country. The act seems to be retaining something of its original following and it's ironic that it split initially in the week that its debut lerally well- 

A&M) and 
KENNY ANDREWS with a local New York band for thl two years he saw the Darts ad. in5, business magazine and became the lucky applicant out of 300. Mike Deacon has previously played broadcasting, with Nick Lowe, Vinegar Joe, John Entwistle, Kiki Dee and Suzi Quatro. The new Darts line-up will debu with a short season in cabaret in Jersey being launched with and dates are also tentatively being album titled Bang Your Door. explored for both Northern and South- 

audience b< 
these days of insipid, mass-tas 

... ^  CHARLIE AINLEY, ex of pub rock will debut bandCharlie and the Wide Boys, is just debut EMI 
n whether Ainley's 

ern Ireland plus there is the possibility credible r&b styled cellar music of a special Christmas surprise gig in attract the same crit.ca^ raves as he has 

Sp ™n"" D°'° <K Tl1 " DL1 /yoi). 
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ALBUM REVIEWS 
KATE & ANNA McGARRIGLE: Pronto Monto (Warner Bros K56561) Prod: David Nichtern A return to the excellence of the McGarrigles' debut album. With a new producer sympathetic to the sisters' idiosyncratic style, the delightful instrumental touches which make the duo so distinctive are even more in evidence. Although there is nothing of the calibre of 'Heart Lire A Wheel' or 'Mendocino', the material is of a con- sistently high quality. 
WHITESNAKE: Trouble (EMI Inter- national INS 3022) Prod: Martin Burch Coverdale and company are steadily gaining ground and this the second album plus a heavy touring schedule should start to register soon with the punters. Bone-crunching riffs, flashy guitar solos and thunderous drumming are preserved intact and Coverdale's own sense of style should help along this album to steady sales. 
JAPAN: Obscure Alternatives (Ariola Hansa AHALH 8007) Prod: Ray Singer Like the first Japan album this one still hasn't found an indentifiable style, although Japan is attracting a certain grass roots interest at live level. The usual snatches of New York Dolls, snatches of metal, snatches of punk. This band has a great image but isn't capitalising on it yet. 

-Best cf the rest- 
ROD ARGENT: Moving Home (MCA MCF 2854) Prod: Robin Lumley Worthy album with some rated jazz and funk men adding instrumental class. The songs are evocative and the sound, although not entirely modern, is definitely an improvement on the nor- mal singer/writer product. One to watch perhaps. 

Hilarious porn-rock with aggressive, snappy punk format and suggestive, nay explicit, lyrics. Definitely X-rated, this should pick up some word- of-mouth sales. Available through Lightning. 
ROBERT JOHNSON: Close Per- sonal Friend (Ensign ENVY 4) Prod: Robert Johnson It would be gratifying if this were to make the charts but it's more likely to build slowly via the predictably certain rave rock mag. reviews and perhaps Johnson will peak after he tours (not set yet), A white guitarist who has played with the Stax people, Johnson delivers a hot album on which just bass and drums are used with his own rhy- thum and lead guitars and vocals. The total effect is sim liar to The Pirates type 

of mix - rock/r&b, but with more poise, rhythmic tension and ideas. In short one that is going to knock anyone with a rock 'n' roll sould sideways. 
HEART: Dog and Butterfly (Portrait PRT 83080) Prod: Mike Flicker Heart Michael Fisher. With its first side labelled 'Dog' and the second 'Butterfly' the talented Cana- dian outfit has split its current album into a heavy side and a more laid back section. The heavier material of 'Dog' is unremarkable, especially the open- ing track which was recorded live, but side two 'Butterfly' is really very good with the sister Wilson crooning in con- vincing Joni Mifchell-gets-rocking style on four quiet and classy songs backed with plungent acoustic guitar playing that recalls the band's debut work on Dreamboat Annie. Airplay should prompt steady sales. 
TINA CHARLES: Greatest Hits (CBS 83201) Prod: Biddu Two years ago this would have been a strong contender but even the inclu- sion of 'I Love To Love', 'Dance Little Lady Dance' and 'I'll Go Where The Music Takes Me' is unlikely to lift Tina Charles to chart heights now. She has been too quiet for too long. Even so there should be some nominal casual interest. 

JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Essential Jerry Lee Lewis - 20 Original Rock 'n' Roll Hits (Charly CRM 2001) Compiled by Barrie Gamblin of the Lewis Fan Club and with sleeve notes by the indefatigable Waxie Maxie, this features every big rock hit (as opposed to country) and although the Lewis catalogue has been packaged again and again in the past, this one is probably the guYnor selection. 
THE POLICE: Outlandos D'Amour (A&M AMLH 68502) Prod: The Police The one-time punk band has gradually been moving in a more metal direction and has here produced a solidly laid down, aggressive album which may perhaps finally fall down for lack of a definite audience. A hit single would probably get the band away though. 
SLADE: Slade Alive (Barn 2314 106) Prod: Chas Chandler/Slade A collection of greatest hits and others derived from a 1976 American tour and a UK trek last year. 'Take Me Back 'Ome', 'Mama Weer All Crazee Now' and 'C'mon Feel The Noize' are included, but the latest impression is of Noddy Holder's splendid vocals and the band's raw firepower. Although the days of Top 50 domination are long gone, it seems inconceivable that the last has been heard of a band which still offers much in the way of gutsy excitement. 
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ALBUM REVIEWS 
-fest cf the rest- 

res' whimsical humour heard to •od advantage live at the Everyman neatre. Cheltenham this summer. ;h favourites as 'Puppy Problems', ihe Dreadful Accident With The atchen Scissors' and The Wasp He Is Nasty One' sound just the type of ing to catch the Christmas present larket. HARLIE AINLEY: Bang Your Door EMI EMC 3285) Prod: Tony Ashton 'romising solo debut from one time "tub rocker who used to be in Charlie md The Wide Boys. Ainley's neat writ- gig ideas and smokey vocals are here sset against a cleanly-recorded, British >J-&b/pub sound with some good musi- •cians featured. The fate of the album iwill probably depend on how heavily Ainley is prepared to tour. 
' VARIOUS ARTISTS: 20 Rock'n' Roll 5 Classics (Pickwick PLE 7004) LJ Only a very few "fillers' on this com- p pilation of otherwise well-known early p rock. Haley's 'Rock Around The Clock' s and 'See You Later Alligator' is here, = as is Jerry Lee Lewis' "Great Balls Of 1 Fire' and 'Whole Lotta Shaking', plus others by these artists and by Roy Orbison ai J Carl Perkins and Bill Jus- 

20 CLASSICAL MASTERPIECES (Pickwick PLE 7007) The first side of this collection of 'lol- lipops' consists of the LSO playing favourites like Verdi's 'La Traviata' pre- lude. Debussy's 'Clair De Lune', Grieg's 'Norwegian Dance No. 2' and Mozart's 'Horn Concerto No. 4' finale. Side two is solo piano by Peter Katin and features favourites by Chopin, Grieg, Debussy, Brahms and others. Excellent potential. 
VARIOUS ARTISTS: 20 Original Rock Hits (Pickwick PLE 7001) In its enthusiasm to present value- for-money 20 tracks, Pickwick has indulged itself a modicum of prom- otional licence in its evaluation of hits. There are at least four tracks which hardly quality, but the album is nonetheless enjoyable. It certainly does contain a commendable quota of yesteryear classics by such artists as Elton John, Isley Brothers, Del Shan- non, Troggs, Shangri-Las and Wilbert Harrison to make it well worth the £7.35 rrp price tag. 
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: 20 Great Movie Themes (Pickwick PLE 7009) A top quality collection of memorable film music, played by the majestic RPO. 'Exodus', 'Pink Panther', 'Mag- 

nificent Seven', 'Raindrops', 'Tara's Theme' are included in a rundown of the very best there is, conducted by the likes of Henry Mancini, Elmer Berns- tein, Frank Chacksfield, Maurice Jarre el al. A classy MOR album. 
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK: Love Letters (Decca SKL 5292) Prod: Gordon Mills/Peter Sullivan The justification for the release of this album at full price must be that it contains both unreleased tracks and titles never before available on LP. The fact remains that most of the material come from the 1966-69 era and some price recognition of this might have been merited. However those who still collect Humperdinck LPs will probably enjoy the likes of 'What Now My Love', '1 Wish You Love', 'Stay' and 'Those Were The Days' as much as it they had been recorded in 1978. 
DAVID KUBINEC: Some Things Never Change (A&M) Prod: John Cale Strong new talent from A&M Kubinec proves to be an above-average song- writer and singer around whom pro- ducer John Cale has built an urgent 1978 rock 'n' roll sound imcorporating strange effects like bagpipes on one of the strongest cuts "Out in The Rain'. Lyrically, Kubinec has a good 

turn of phrase, ably demonstrated on 'Love In The First Degree' and he shows he can write on the grand scale on 'The Elf Sires'. If airplay is forth- coming Kubinec could well score above-average sales for his debut out- ing. 
BARBARA CARTLAND: Love Songs (State ETAT 22) Prod: Nor- man Newell A record which virtually defies cri- ticism. What can you say about any- body with sufficient courage (cheek?) to put their voice on record for the first time at 77 singing a selection of romantic oldies? She makes a brave effort and manages to stay in tune and the RPO and a large choir assist more than a little. The adoring public who read her love stories will obviously delight in the record and will not regard it as a novelty. The only ques- tion mark is whether the readers of her books are also record buyers - and if so how to alert them to the LP's existence. 
STEPHEN STILLS: Thoroughfare Gap (CBS 82859) Prod: Stephen Stills Ron & Howard Albert. After a quiet spell, Stills returns with a well-put together set of his own new songs, often heavily disco oriented and throwing in Greg Allman's 'Mid- night Rider' and 'Not Fade Away.' 

Houston or 

Washington 

for 

54*40 

That'll be the day when you can 
take in Texas or Washington DC for 
under a fiver. 

But your customers can capture a 
priceless piece of America for the cost 
of a couple of albums - the latest 
recordings from Thelma Houston and 
Grover Washington Jnr. 

Ms. Houston is one of Motown's most 
versatile ladies of soul. 

Washington is the acknowledged 
master of jazz/funk sax with a strong 
disco feel. 

There simply aren't many 
artistes of this calibre recording in the 
world today And these new releases 
represent their finest work ij 
to date. THELMA HOUSTON'S "READY TO ROLL" STML12098 
GROVER WASHINGTON JNR'S l| j > m "RLLD SEED 11A '■111 STML 12099 m 
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SINGLES REVIEWS 
BONEY M - MARY'S BOY CHILD/OH MY LORD (ATLANTIC/HANS A Kit 221) Producer: Frank Parian Writers: Parian/HairstonUayILorin Publishers; B o u r - ne/HansalATV/GEMA Harry Belafonte's 1957 No.1 is an inspired seasonal choice by WEA, seemingly being tailor-made for Boney M's style. Unfortunately, all of the group's hallmarks are absent from this production, resulting in a very dis- appointing single - but that won't stop it from being this year's Christmas No.1. 
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BEE GEES - TOO MUCH HEAVEN (RSO 25) Producers: Albhy Galuten/Barry Gibb/Karl Richardson Writers; See Gees Publishers: RSO/Chappet! The first new recording from the Gibb brothe rs s ince Fe ver sees a mo ve away from their successful disco sound into the supper-club soul field. As with all Bee Gees cuts it takes time to register, but this gentle ballad issure to make top 5 at Christmas. 

FATHER ABRAHAM & THE SMURFS - CHRISTMAS IN SMURFLAND (DECCA FR 13819) Producers: Frans Erkelens/Marcel 
Writers: Kartner/Martyn Publishers; Burlington/Britico A cut from the Smurfs' chartriding album, this was an obvious candidate for extraction as a seasonal single. Inevitably it's a simple melody, arrangement and lyric, which should click immediately with its kiddie/parent market. 
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HOT CHOCOLATE - I'LL PUT YOU TOGETHER AGAIN (RAK 286) Producer: Mickie Most Writers; Don Black/Geoff Stephens Publishers: Dick James/Cookaway This song from the forthcoming m usical Dear Anyone was chosen by Mickie Most as one of his all-time top ten records on Capital's recent 'Hall Of Fame' - though it still comes as a surprise to see it as a Hot Chocolate single! Most's astute touch and John Cameron's arrangement give it the sound of an obvious winner. 
DAVID ESSEX - GOODBYE FIRST LOVE (MERCURY 6007 194) Producer: Mike Batt Writers: Keith Drewett/Peter Dymond Pavid Essex Publisher: Imperial Wizard Songs Essex's second single tor Mercury - co-written with new writers Peter Dymond and Keith Drewett-isa beaut- iful ballad, for which his voice is ideally suited. Although one or two of the melody lines fall short on occasions, this is a classy record which is sure to bring Essex yet another top tenner. 

STATUS QUO - ACCIDENT PRONE (VERTIGO QUO 2) Producer: Pip Williams Writers: Hutchins/Williams Publishers: Handle The eternal boogie boys plough their familiar furrow once again, though the hard edges are a little more roun- dedthan usual. Much credit should go to producer Pip Williams (who also co-penned the track). Taken from their current chart album If You Can't Stand The Heat. 

MOTORS - TODAY (Virgin VS 236) Third cut (though remixed) from the now repackaged Approved By The Motors album; a plaintive ballad which, like most of the band's material, has a feeling of deja vu about it. Following two consecutive smashes, this should con- tinue their chart run - though with so much competition about, it's unlikely to make Top 20. 

TOTO - HOLD THE LINE (CBS 6784) Boasting several of L.A.'s premier ses- sionmen including Jeff Porcaro and David Paich (who penned this cut), Toto look set to be a platinum-selling band of the future. This debut, currently storming the U.S. charts, is much in the Foreigner/Boston bracket; expect some airplay but little else in this Yuletide season. 
RECORDS - STARRY EYES (THE RECORD LABEL NB 2) A new band (and a new Virgin- distributed label) debut with an excel- lent single, which will unfortunately get lost in the Christmas rush. Co-written and produced by ex-Kursaal Flyer Will Birch this mid-tempo rocker mixes the bestof U.K. popand1960'sWestCoast rock. Could catch some radio action. 
36 

LEO SAYER - RAINING IN MY HEART (CHRYSALIS CHS 2277) Pic sleeve for another cut from Sayer's current album. The song - originally recorded by Buddy Holly - is extremely familiar, and this arrangement, though neat and commercial, doesn't add a lot to it. Should sell, though, on the back of his recent top tenner and current resurgence of popularity. 
CROWN HEIGHTS AFFAIR - I'M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER (MERCURY 6168 803) 'Galaxy Of Love' finally shot this hot U.S. disco act to fame here, and this sim ilar (minus the sci-fi effects) cut from their Dream World album is already off to a break-neck start in both the disco and national charts. A strong airplay contender too. if can't fail to smash. Issued in 12" and 7" versions. 

SYLVESTER - DANCE (DISCO HEAT) (FANTASY FTC 163) Second single from the Step II album and already a smash side in the States. A brilliant Harvey Fuqua production with many of 'Mighty Real's' instru- mental touches, including a rattling 
spiral similarly chartwards. 

LINDISFARNE - BRAND NEW DAY (MERCURY 6007 195) AlthoughtypicalofLindisfarne'ssound, on first hearing this lacks the usual melodic catchiness of their previous work. After several spins however the listener is well and truly hooked. The record needs much airplay though, but with six stations behind it already this should meet with reasonable success. 

ARTHUR MULLARD & HYLDA BAKER - DON'T GO BREAKING MY HEART (PYE 7N 46139) After their Travolta/Newton-John cover, the duo turn their not too con- siderable vocal talents to the Elton John songbook. Initially funny, the joke is milked for acouple of minutes too long; it's unlikely that there are enough peo- ple with sufficiently appalling taste to require the complete works of Mullard and Baker. VILLAGE PEOPLE -Y.M.C.A. (MER- CURY 6007 192) 4 band who currently have three top FUNKADELIC - ONE NATION 
cess here: mainly due, no doubt, to lack Topof the U.S. soulcharts. and astronq of promotion. With theCan't Stop stable seller in RB's disco chart for several now signed to Phonogram this cut will weeks as an import, this long-awaited be the start of much chart action for the 2-part funk opus finally makes It in time queens of disco music. for Clinton & Go's arrival on these shores. Extremely hypnotic, and could well cross to the poo chart as wall ADVERTS - TELEVISION'S OVER Strikingly pic-sleeved. (RCA PB 5128) First on RCA from a new wave band who have been quiet for some time BUZZCOCKS-PROMISES (UNITED since their initial pair of hit singles. This ARTISTS UP 36471) cut is energetic as ever and com- Familiar sounding up tempo cut from mendably tight, but it lacks the essential these - by now - chart regular new hook they found in items like 'Gary wavers. Less immediate than their Gilmore's Eyes'. The name and col- recent top tenner, but sure to attract cured bag will still sell it quite healthily, their legion of fans, especially with the though. coloured bag and personalised label. 
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BBC changes promise 
wavelength confusion 

RADIO 

THE MASSIVE BBC promotion of its wavelength changes has provoked only modest retaliatory drum beating by the commercial stations. Chief activity comes from the IBA, which in liaison with the tv companies and the AIRC, is planning to run a series of "commercials" on the tv sta- tions to promote the fact that the ILR stations will not be moving. (Actually many of the ILR stations will be mov- ing, but only by a matter of two kilo-hertz.) The radio companies are also involved in their own promotional activities, with LBC in London and Radio City in Liverpool buying tv 
Capital Radio has already had to move frequency once, after the Lon- don station had been allocated a tem- porary frequency when it opened. Managing director John Whitney is delighted to see that ILR will receive its own promotion on tv, although has prefered to spend Capital's "very con- siderable" promotional budget on newspaper and magazine advertising. "I appreciate what a huge problem the BBC is tackling. They might have been better to have mounted four campaigns for the four networks, but only time will tell. I'm confident that 

by David Longman at the end of the day, next years JIC- RAR audience figures will show a landslide to ILR," he says. Mike Townsin, media director of advertising agency Young & Rubicam, doesn't share Whitney's confidence. "I don't see ILR making that much headway in the audience battle. The stations really must pull something out of the bag it they are to attract more national advertising. The pop music format seems to have found a level beyond which it cannot pass. If any increases are going to be made, there are going to have to be more iginal programming ideas," he 

Vanderkar argues that the BBC made a mistake in publicising the wavelength changes at the same time as the now aborted programme moves. "The whole campaign seems to be have been confusing from beginning to end. From mail we have seen, the public appear to think that all the stations are on the move, and that is my only worry. I'll be recom- mending that our stations carry out dipstick research after Christmas just to see how we stand," he concludes. 

Gerry Zierler, Air Services' managing director, also shares confidence that the commercial network may benefit from the BBC moves. He says; "I firmly believe that ILR will end up the winner from the changes, and although some of the smaller stations won't be able to afford massive expenditure, their loyalty is so much stronger. It is the larger stations, which because of their size are less personal, which have most to lose." 

Airplay analysis 

Mike Vanderkar head of the BHS sales company feels that those ILR stations mounting their own big cam- paigns will cash in on the BBC's Wavelength confusion. He concedes that few stations can afford major promotions, but points to the enter- prise of City and the two London sta- tions. Beacon Radio in Wol- verhampton, has produced its own door drop - a simple leaflet saying that the station isn't moving - and this is being distributed to 270,000 homes in the area. 

ONLY SIX commercial stations have 'station picks' so even the Bee Gees have to be flattered to pick up four (208, Capital, Clyde, Pennine) last week with a single that lacks the obvious impact of a 'Night Fever'. Straggly servicing of stations denied RSO the chance of a grand slam - Forth and Downtown didn't have the disc in time - but even the Gibbs may have to yield domination of the Christmas airwaves to Boney M. 'Mary's Boy Child' threatens sat- uration play within a fortnight and strong adds by Billy Joel, Leo Sayer and lOcc are unlikely to trouble this Munich machine smash. 
PICK UPS A week for duos. Quatro & Norman have added Radio 1 to their ILR full 

house, Ross & Jackson are picking up the remaining regions and there is strong Radio 2 and ILR interest in Streisand & Diamond. Radio 1 play- listing on Clout and Dean Friedman will see them well back into the charts. Promising hit-picks on Lin- disfarne, Motors and Rachel Sweet. 
SLEEPERS Much-needed Radio 1 listing has revved up Meat Loaf at last but despite a clutch of small ILR stations, Frankie Valli seems to have nowhere to go in the big six commercials or the BBC. Watch promising adds on the accapella Airwaves single and Dol- lar's Shooting Star. Dollar is fol- lowing the same pattern as Exile's 'Kiss You All Over' smash and could be the Christmas sleeper. 

BY POPULAR DLMAiVI) 

\moaSll ElsHlS 
You've got the fans to thank for this one.They pushed for it, we've pressed it. 

Village People's two great disco hits on one very special 12 single. 
Rush released on November 17th. (DJR18003). 

..cr urn NF 5 THEOBALDS ROAD, LONDON WC1X BSE TFI^O^^SB^'c'^^^DEIAMUS^ONboN WC1.TELEX; 27135 DEJAMUS LONDON. 
DISTRIBUTED BY CBS RECORDS LIMITED. 
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LIVE MUSIC 

No Smokey without 

the right fire 
Artist: SMOKEY ROBINSON Venue: London Palladium (2,325) Tickets: £5 to £2.50 Promoter: Derek Block/John Martin Audience; Dedicated Smokey freaks and general Motown man- iacs Current Product: Single 'Shoe Soul' (TMG 1129); album Love Breeze (STML 12081 )(E) WHITHER the Motown veteran after this miserably supported outing? Should he move back to the funkiness of Hammersmith Odeon and a sure, street-level sell, or further upwards into the very expensive supper club circuit? Judging by his choice of material, an even mixture of old Miracles hits and his classier solo material, Smokey is caught in the dilemma. Despite his class, he still needs to be recognised by the up-market audience. Hence the subdued atmosphere at the Palladium where diehard fans failed to give his set a proper sense of occasion. It was therefore no surprise when he Smokey and Motown need to find a did'nt appear for an encore after deliv- new approach to market this some- ering a stunning and emotive 'So what misunderstood talent. Warm' as the set closer. It seems PETER HARVEY 

extended "raps'. Most of it was familiar to the audience; each segment greeted with enthusiasm. The fidelity of stage sound to original recordings was remarkable by now, and the lead guitarist in particular excelled. The best was left until last however. The show concluded with two numbers from the forthcoming album, which immediately put the earlier repertoire into the shade. Billy Joel's 'Just The Way You Are' was slow and super- charged, and featured amazing sax breaks from the man himself; the clos- ing re-vamped 'Theme from Shaft' had the entire instrumental ensemble (with Hayes conducting) in volcanic form. The audience was on its feet, but no encore was forthcoming. BARRY LAZELL 

Artist: ISAAC HAYES Venue; Rainbow (2,890) Tickets: £6 downwards Audience; Mostly his fans from the 'old days' plus cross-section of black music followers Current product: New Polydor album not yet on U.K. release: and Chronicle compilation of hits on Stax. 
ON HIS first visit to Britain for several years, and without any recent record success to his credit Isaac Hayes might have been forgiven for expecting a comparitively lukewarm reception from this two-thirds-full Rainbow first house. In fact, the burst of applause which greeted his initial bound onstage might have been for a top-of-the-chart act, and this enthusiasm must surely have fired the performance which fol- 

The opening number 'Stranger In Paradise' (From his first Polydor album) did not bode too well: the sound balance was far from perfect and Hayes' voice totally eclipsed by the cast of thousands (his own excellent rhythm section plus sizeable strings and woodwind contingents) with whom he shared the stage. Two numbers on, however, as Hayes preceded his shift from front stage to behind an organ with the announcement of "a little med- ley of our tunes from over the years", the classic symphonic soul sound all came into balance. The medley must actually have lasted nearly an hour; most of his major hits and best-known LP cuts (virtually the full contents of the Chronicle set. in fact) were included, and there were a couple of his famous 

and forth she now walks a few steps. In short, apart from the interest of seeing the star who made the record, you could stay at home and listen to the record and perhaps be just as happy. Prophet acted mainly as link man for the show and pioneered a new era for normally conservative country music with his tales of 'Harold The Horny Toad' and some echoey guitar playing which could almost be termed 'country dub'. He was really the star of the show. Vernon Oxford was well enough received with his down-home, Hank Williams type of music and Lloyd Green carried off a solo spot on steel with assurance although he is actually a rather modest live performer. Frank Yonco and The Superglades kicked the show off in lively fashion, carrying the flag for British country. But a half- full auditorium indicated that this pac- kage lacked a suitably big name. DAVID REDSHAW 
Artist: THE CHIEFTANS Venue: London, Royal Albert Hall (5,600) Tickets: Harvey Goldsmith Promoter: £4.75 to £1.50 Audience: Irish Exiles and the Thinking Man's Adult Current product: Album Chieftans — 8 (CBS 83262)(C) 
THE SUCCESS of the Chieftains con- tinues to be one of the more exhilerat- ing facets of a scene not renowned for its honesty and purity. Exposure to the high-powered realities of the business have left their wounds in the last 18 months, but they returned to their most sparkling and inventive with their Albert Hall set. They have learnt the merits of prog- ramming and shading and they earned themselves an ecstatic reaction, mov- ing from the persuasive subtlety of Derek Bell's harp interludes to the full-blown power of the band gathered around Paddy Moloney's constantly inspiring uillean pipe playing. In bet- ween there's an occasional vocal from bodhran player Kevin Conneff, this night performing a fine version of 'The 

Artists; BILLIE JO SPEARS/Ronnie Prophet/Vernon Oxford/Lloyd Green/Frank Yonco and The Superglades Venue: Wembley Conference Centre (2,700) Tickets: £5 to £2 Promoter: Mervyn Conn Audience: Diehard country fans 
ALTHOUGH THE star Billie Jo Spears has recently scored a chart hit she is perhaps not the most charis- matic artist to head a package and it was fair to say that at least some thunder (such as there was) was sto- len by Ronnie Prophet, the zany country entertainer who made such an impression at Wembley earlier this 

Billie Jo Spears has marginally improved on her earlier visits to Britain. In addition to rocking her body back POODLES: still b( 

Forgetful Sailor', to enhance the var- iety where at times in the past they've been dully one-paced. It's amazing that seven middle-aged musicians can command such an audience grip, purely by music, but, beguiling gentlemen that they are, they enveloped the Albert Hall with ease, with even a Sean Potts tap dance to celebrate. Other Irish traditional music groups emerge and disappear, but the Chieftains deservedly reign on. 
MICHAEL J. CHANNON 

Artist: FABULOUS POODLES Venue: London Nashville (350) Tickets: £1 Audience: Hardcore fans to a per- 
Current Product: Album Unsuitable (Pye NSPH 25) Single 'Mirror Star' (Pye 7N46118) 
AFTER GIGGING all round the circuit tor a couple of years, the Fabulous Poodles have changed from a humourous four-piece with a bit of rock thrown into a rocking four-piece with light relief. Unfortunately, the music, although crisply put together is simply too forgettable to prop up an hour's stan- dard set before the humourous inter- ludes are utilised towards the end to procure an encore. Material included the single 'Mirror Star', a pleasant but hardly exceptional pop workout and various tracks from the album, which only caught fire when some fine electric violin fills were thrown in by Bobby Valentino. Then came the funny bits, including an audience request spot which found leader Tony De Meur bowing to demand to render 'Puppy Love' and other ridiculous tunes, and brought the band a great send-off. However likeable the act might be, it is difficult to foresee a big future for a band still so radically stuck between two stools. JOHN HAYWARD 
Artists: HI-FI Venue: Marquee Club, London (450) Tickets: £1 Audience: Drunks, punks, rockfans and regulars Current product: single 'Run, Run' (Aura AUS 106)(C) 
HI-FI IS certainly one of the better bands currently banging its way around the London pub and small venue circuit. Fronted by former Mungo Jerry guitarist, Larry Berridge, the outfit pedals a potentially com- mercial mix of rock and pop, catchy lyrics and distinctive hooks. The Marquee audience displayed surprising enthusiasm, and it will be interesting to see whether the recent spate of gigs has generated demand for the band's debut single 'Run, Run', released on Friday, and arguably the most commercial number in Hi-Fi's present repertoire. The band still prob- ably has a long way to go, but it's definitely worth keeping an eye on. 
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n00 .x..r [
ADVERT|SEMENT RATES 
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DISCS DISCS 

NEWS from JMhf™ 
THE MULLIGAN ROADSHOW featuring Paul Brady Dlus three of the Bothy B. 

MULLIGAN RECORDS, 28/29a Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street, London. Tel: 01 -580 0885 UK distributors: Charmdale, 182 Acton Lane, London NW10 6NF. Tel: 01-961 3133. 

EUROPES No. 1 FOR DELETIONS. If you're serious obout selling records you wont o copy of the SP&S Catalogue. It contains a cross section of our top selling major label deleti 

BUYING - SIMPLICITY ITSELF! Cash and Carry warehouses in Lr and Manchester, or a house call from one of our fully racked notional sales vans take the hassle out of buying. 5 record dealer can't afford to .out SP&S. Phone Europds No. 1 nor great deal waiting for you. 
Theserio 

N.B. Ask for the new SP&S 45 rpm single and get the audible low do\ 

5P&5 RECORDS EUROPES No.1 WHOLESALER OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS Hego House Ullin Street London E14 6PN Tel: 01-987 3812 Telex; 8951427 Glampor House 47 Bengal Street Manchester M4 6AF Tel: 061-228 6655 

FOB ALL YOUR TAPE 
AND RECORD SUPPLIES 

We offer a specialist personal service second to none. Obtain all your requirements from one source. 
Ring 01-515 5227 

SQUARE DISC 19 MARKET SQUARE, POPLAR, LONDON E14. 
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S. GOLD & SONS LTD. 
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST 

NOW TRY THE BEST! Top selling singles. Plus Top 1000 LP'S always in slock Top 200 cassettes. Plus 

24 hour service to Northern Ireland, Holland, Belgium, West Germany, Franci and Eire. Overseas enquiries are welcome. 
Very competitive prices, Strictly trade + 3% handling charge. Our cash & carry and distribution warehouse is at: 779, HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON E11 (Car parking facilities) Telephone: 01-556 2429 (Ansaphone after 6pm and weekends.) 

STEREO ALBUMS 8p EACH 
COLOSSEUM RECORDS 

DEALERS GRAB THESE SOUL CLASSICS IN DEMAND NORTHERN SOUL OLDIES AVAILABLE NOW 
This weeks top 10 1 Nine Times out of Ten -Muriel Day 2 There's a Pain In My Heart -Poppies 3 Stop - Bobby Diamond 4 I Need You - Shane Martin 

5 Moody Woman - Jerry Butler 6 Stranger In My Arms -Lynne Randell 
7 Show Me - Joe Tex 8 Black Power-Uames Colt 9 Devil With A Blue Dress/Breakout - Mitch Ryder 

10 The Cheater -Bob Kuban Order today limited supplies only Send S.A.E. (or complete list of Soul Oldies/Northern Soul Classics. 
■ange S 

NEIL RUSHTON RECORDS 37 Llchtleld Street Walsall, West Midlands Tel: Walsall (0922) 31363 Personal callers welcome (we're 5 mlns off the M6) 

I ^ N|EW 4 U^ASS?s1 

WEAR OUR 
COLOURS! 

f " v 

WIHDS 
youu own 

BUSIMESS 
T-shirts now available in Dark Blue small/medium/large 
£2.00 including p&p From: RECORD BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS Hyde House, 13 Langley Street, London WC2H 9JG. 

enclose cheque/P O. for £ 



WE HAVE THE l-AC I N EN>HT 

ACKUSS THE IHIAKU 

When it comes to the simple facts about records, Record Business is simply the fastest and best. Our Top 120 Singles Chart picks out big hits one, two, three or four weeks ahead of our rivals - week after week Our New Singles listings are 20 percent more complete than anyone else's - with the bonus of our 'Gimmicks' guide to 12" and special promotional action. 

Our computerised Airplay Guide keeps radio action on 120 hot singles in check like no-one else can. And it's all yours on Monday morning - before other trade papers are even awake in most parts of the country. It's all down in black and white. A subscription to RB has to be a smart opening move. 

NAME  
ADDRESS... 

POSITION  
NATURE OF BUSINESS... 

Europe  Middle East  South America 

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR C... 
Send to Record Business Subscription Servicing, Ground Floor Post Room, Oakfield House, Perrymount Road Haywards Heath, West Sussex RH16 3DH. Tel: 04444 59188 



THE SINGLES 

CHART 1 - 60 
f SATURATING ] (AIRPLAY RATING ' ^ 100 = Strong No. 1 Sales JJ 100%=£f ' ranfAi les 11 100! 

■'/i- ^ TITLE/Af 

Action 
Of 

The 
Week 

BOOMTOWN RATS: 

RAT TRAP BOOM-OWN BATS ENSIGN ENY 16 HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN SUMMER NIGHTS JOHN TRAVOLTA & OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN SANDY JOHN TRAVOLTA MIDSONG/POLYDOR POSP £ CHRYSALIS CHS 2255 MY BEST FRIEND S GIRL CARS ELEKTRA K12301 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES SHOWADDYWADDY INSTANT REPLAY DAN HARTMAN BLUE SKY SKY 6706 BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE JACKSONS EPIC EPC 6683 HANGING ON THE TELEPHONE BLONDIE CHRYSALIS CHS 2266 MACARTHUR PARK DONNA SUMMER CASABLANCA CAN 131 DA' YA' THINK I'M SEXY7 ROD STEWART BICYCLE RACE - FAT BOTTOMED GIRLS QUEEN GIVING UP GIVING IN THREE DEGREES LOVE AMERICA PATRICK JUVET ARIOLA ARO 130 CASABLANCA CAN 132 DON'T LET IT FADE AWAY DARTS MAGNET MAG 134 RASPUTIN BONEY V Y FATHER ABRAHAM PUBLIC IMAGE PUBLIC IMAGE LTD VIRGIN VS 228 PART TIME Li ROCKET XPRES 1 SWEET TALKIN' WOMAN ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA GERM FREE ADOLESCENTS X-RAY SPEX EMI INT INT 573 TOAST - HOLD ON STREETBAND LOGO GO 325 LOST MY HEART TO A STARSHIP TROOPER SARAH ALWAYS AND FOREVER - MIND DECISIONS HEATWAVE HURRY UP HARRY SI LUCKY STARS DEAN FRIEDMAN POLYDOR POSP 7 : LIFESONG LS 402 DOWN IN THE TUBE STATION AT MIDNIGHT JAM POLYDOR POSP 8 EVER FALLEN IN LOVE (WITH SOMEONE YOU SHOULDN'T 'VEI BUZZCOCKS UNITED ARTISTS UP 364B5 E LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE (DISCO ROUND) ALICIA BRIDGES RADIO RADIO ELVIS COSTELLO & THE ATTRACTIONS DON'T CRY OUT LOUD ELKIE BROOKS A&M AMS 7395 HAMMER HORROR KATE BUSH EAST RIVER BRECKER BROTHERS ARISTA ARIST 2 1 ' 
SHOOTING STAR DOLLAR CARRERE EMI 2871 GIVING IT BACK PHIL HURTT LAY^.OVE ON YOU LUISA FERNANDEZ WARNER BROSK17061 
STRUMMIN' CHAS & DAVE WITH ROCKNEY STUMBLIN' IN S TEENAGE KICKS (EP) UNDERTONES SIRE SIR 40O7 
PROMISES ERIC CLAPTON M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER CROWN HEIGHTS AFFAIR E ON DOWN THE ROAD DIANA ROSS MICMALI JACKSON ROLLING STONES ROLLING STONES EMI 286 1 E 
WHAT A NIGHT CITY BOY VERTIGO 6059 2 DANCE (DISCO HEAT) SYLVESTER FANTASY FTC 1 
LYDIA DEAN FRIEDMAN LIFESONG LS 403 
REDS IN MY BED TOCC MERCURY 6008 036 
RIDE-O-ROCKET BROTHERS JOHNSON PRANCE ON EDDIE HENDERSON CAPITOL CL 16015 
WIDE OPEN (EP) SKIDS DESTINATION VENUS REZILLOS SIRE SIR 4008 

E FREAK CHIC A WHITER SHADE OF PALE  IN THE BUSH MUSIOUE     I CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU (THOUGH 1 TRY) LEO SAYER RAINING IN MY HEART LEO SAYER YOU NEVER DONE IT LIKE THAT CAPTAIN & TENNILLE GOODBYE GIRL SQUEEZE   

CHRYSALIS CHS 2240 CHRYSALIS CHS 2277 
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THE SINGLES CHABI31-100 
^cTi-s^r 

• Gold Disc (i million sales) V Silver Disc (4 million sales) rAWfll-K' 

Ones To Watch 
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: Image, Public Image Ltd. (Warner Bros./ 
Record 

rap, Robert John Lange (Sewer Fire Hits/ 
Research 

SiS"£wn^.^^l 50 All charts and listings in Record 
staff of four and an ICL 1503/43 com- puter known as ARTHER-the Airplay, 

dArtists) 75 N L d 38 ^The^et-up^s^unique in Britain and is 
tar Nights, Louis St. Louis (Chappell/ US^trade^apers^espedally6asToci- 

AM enquiries about RB Research 
!{E8Yoijr si86p' A"on Revnolds ManagerbGod7reYBRus0t (01 -836-9311). 



The Commodores join the Sweeney 

and wind up in General Hospital 
We're onto a winner with "The Commodores' Greatest Hits," and 

we know it. Twelve tracksof pure chart dynamite, including "Easy," 
"Brickhouse," "Flying High," "Machine Gun," 'Just To Be Close To You" 
and the immortal "Three Times A Lady." 

That's why we're promoting it with a deluge of peaMiourTV 
commercials, slotted into top-rated programmes I i kef The Sweeney' 
'Georgeand Mildred'and 'SaleofTheCentury' f ^ 

By Decem ber 8th there won't be a si ngle sma 11 screen i n the North 
and Midlands which hasn't smashed home oursimplef ^message: The 
greatest greatest hitsalbum of the year iscompiled^r pressed, ready 

^ ^ and waiting^ In vourstore. Wi mk IV ^ 



The Electric Light Orchestra 
Light \fears Ahead 

: 

Three Light Years -a special edition box set containing three complete ELO albums; 'ON THE THIRD DAY,' 'ELDORADO; 'FACE THE MUSIC and a speciaQj? page colour booklet.' ^-Tracks include; Mracks include; ■evil woman; poor boy; 'strange magic; ■nightrider; 'ma ma ma belle; 'HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING; 'DAYBREAKER,' 'CAN'T GET IT OUT OF MY HEAD; 'BOY BLUE: JETBX1 R.R.P. £8.99 

+++P0STERS+++ADVERTISEMEHTS +++ EQS. +++ ORDER NOW WSOSSWSSSSSSm 0. 



Trade Awards 
for the best records of 1978 

Marks Out of 100 Pop album 

Top new UK act (album or single released in 1978) 

Name. 
Shop address. 

(Closing date for entries November 27) 


